Extensive literature and publications on intermediate band solar cells (IBSCs) are reviewed. A detailed discussion is given on the thermodynamics of solar energy conversion in IBSCs, the device physics, and the carrier dynamics processes with a particular emphasis on the two-step inter-subband absorption/recombination processes that are of paramount importance in a successful implementation high-efficiency IBSC. The experimental solar cell performance is further discussed, which has been recently demonstrated by using highly mismatched alloys and high-density quantum dot arrays and superlattice. IBSCs having widely different structures, materials, and spectral responses are also covered, as is the optimization of device parameters to achieve maximum performance. 
I. INTRODUCTION
The possibility for increasing the efficiency of photovoltaic solar cells via sequential absorption of photons in a single material has a relatively long history. Starting with the impurity photovoltaic solar cell in 1960, where sequential absorption was suggested to proceed via defect levels, 1 the concept gained renewed interest with the proposal of the intermediate band solar cell (IBSC) 2, 3 in the mid-1990s. The compelling difference between the impurity band and the IB concept is that forming an IB should, in principle, reduce the nonradiative transition rate that is likely to dominate when carriers are localised onto isolated impurities. [4] [5] [6] However, the principle challenge to establish an IB within a semiconductor material that supports strong optical transitions with relatively low nonradiative recombination in comparison to the rate of photo-generation by solar photons has remained. This requirement places some fundamental constraints on the nature of the IB that are discussed from a theoretical standpoint in Sec. II and some very significant demands on the semiconductor materials discussed in Sec. III.
A. Thermodynamic limits
By means of introduction to the IBSC, it is helpful to compare it against a conventional Shockley-Queisser (SQ) solar cell. The Shockley-Queisser efficiency limit 7 places an upper bound on the power that can be converted from a single semiconductor junction, resulting in a maximum efficiency of 31% at 1 sun illumination. To achieve these efficiencies, it is assumed that all photons with energies in excess of the bandgap energy are absorbed, that carrier mobility is infinite enabling all carriers to be collected, and that all recombination is radiative. These ideal conditions can be approached by the very best solar cells; recently, a GaAs solar cell has been demonstrated with an efficiency of 28.8%. 8 The fundamental losses in a SQ solar cell arise from a trade-off between carrier thermalisation and optical transparency that manifest themselves in a solar cell as a trade-off between current and voltage, respectively. 9 This trade-off is evident from the current density-voltage (J-V) curves from three SQ solar cells are shown in Fig. 1 . A low-gap solar cell yields a high current but low voltage, yet a high-gap solar cell yields a low current but high voltage. By virtue of the sequential absorption, an IBSC can maintain the broad absorption profile of a low-gap solar cell, while preserving much of the voltage of a high-gap cell, illustrated in Fig. 2 . Despite the absorption profile of the IBSC being identical to the lowgap cell, the current is approximately half that of the lowgap SQ cell. This arises since the additional photocurrent over the high-gap SQ cell arises from sequential absorption where two photons to be absorbed for every electron in the external circuit.
In a conventional illuminated solar cell, the carrier populations in the conduction band (CB) and valence band (VB) can be considered to be in quasi-thermal equilibrium, meaning that thermal equilibrium exists independently within the electron population in the CB and hole population in the VB 10 but not between the two bands since an electrochemical potential difference now separates the electrons in the CB and VB giving rise to the voltage of the solar cell. In an IBSC, the voltage preservation arises from establishing a third population of carriers in the quasi-thermal IB. The occupancy of all three bands can be described using a Fermi energy, establishing three electrochemical potential differences l 1,2,3 as shown in Fig. 2 such that l 1 ¼ l 2 þ l 3 . Since electrical contacts are made only to the CB and VB, the overall voltage of the solar cell is given by l 1 . The voltage of an ideal IBSC is therefore considerably higher than that a SQ solar cell with an equivalent absorption profile. The ideal IBSC voltage is marginally lower than that what one would expect from a SQ solar cell with the same CB-VB bandgap since recombination from the CB-VB can proceed via R IC and R VI, in addition to R VC. A limiting efficiency of 63.1% is obtained for the IBSC under the assumption of full concentration and a 6000 K blackbody approximation to sunlight. 3 To illustrate the dependency of this limiting efficiency on the fundamental, host material bandgap, Fig. 3 shows the efficiency of an IBSC for both maximum concentration and 1 sun. The correspondence between the fundamental host bandgap and the intermediate bandgap is also shown. It is clear that relatively wide bandgap host materials are required for efficient operation of an IBSC. Higher efficiencies up to 65.1% and marginally different optimal threshold energies are found when considering terrestrial solar spectra. 11 The IBSC concept shown in Fig. 2 represents the optimal configuration under maximum solar concentration. However, all practical solar cells will operate at lower solar concentrations and there is an efficiency advantage to be gained by introducing a relaxation stage within the IB shown in Fig. 4 . Critically, optical transitions between the relaxed IB (RB) and VB are forbidden, hence the only route for relaxation via the IB now involves surmounting a potential barrier from the RB to the VB. In this configuration, the 1 sun limiting efficiency for an ideal IBSC of 46.8% rises to 48.5% with a relaxation energy of DE ¼ 0.27 eV. 12 This counterintuitive result that introducing a loss results in a more efficient solar cell arises due to entropy generated upon recombination in solar cells with mismatched optical etendues. 13 By lowering the overall recombination via the IB, this unnecessary entropy loss is reduced. At maximum concentration, the etendues of incident light and recombination are matched and hence the entropy loss is eliminated and with it the fundamental advantage of the relaxation stage. The fundamental efficiency benefit of relaxation has also been recognised in up converting systems that rely upon sequential absorption.
14 A molecular system promoting this scheme has been proposed 15 and a ferromagnetic approach 16 discussed further in Sec. III C.
II. PHYSICS OF IBSCs
To move beyond the conceptual limiting efficiency analysis of the IBSC, it is necessary to consider the absorption and emission processes in more detail. In a conventional solar cell, the transitions are uniquely from a filled VB into an empty CB. However, in an IBSC, the IB must support transitions both in-to and out-of the IB, thereby complicating the device analysis and practical implementations. In this section, the key theoretical results that elucidate the requirements for an efficient IBSC are reviewed.
A. Interband optical absorption strength
Photons of energy hx impinging on a material can stimulate both upwards (absorptive) and downwards (emissive) transitions. Therefore, the net absorption rate of photons, from the VB to the CB, W VC (cm -3 s -1 ), is given by the difference between the simulated absorption r a ð hxÞ and emission r st ð hxÞ rates W VC ð hxÞ ¼ r a ð hxÞ À r st ð hxÞ:
(
In turn, these rates are proportional to the photon density n c ð hxÞ and to the integral over all possible combinations of occupied n o ðÞ and unoccupied n u ðÞ carrier populations which preserve both energy and momentum 17 r a ð hxÞ ¼ n c ð hxÞ
r st ð hxÞ ¼ n c ð hxÞ
In the above, energy conservation is ensured by evaluation of the final state at energy þ hx, and momentum conservation is ensured by the interband momentum matrix element Mð hxÞ (which is only non-zero for combination of states which preserve momentum). The integration can be removed by utilising the one-to-one relationship between the photon energy hx and energy state ðk 0 Þ as shown in Fig. 5 , where k 0 is given by
where E g is the bandgap energy and m ? e and m ? h are, respectively, the CB and VB effective masses.
Optical transitions in a semiconductor result in a negligible change in k, hence there is a unique correspondence between the photon energy and location in k-space for an FIG. 5 . Allowed optical transitions conserve energy and momentum. optical transition. For this reason, the integration in Eqs. (2) and ( 
where we have used the shorthand notation ðk 0 Þ ¼ 0 . Expressions for the occupied n o ðÞ and unoccupied n u ðÞ carrier populations at their respective energetic locations in the band are functions of the density of states of the lower band, g V ðÞ, and upper band, g C ðÞ, in combination with the Fermi-Dirac occupancy functions of CB, f C ðÞ, and of VB, f V ðÞ. Therefore, the net absorption rate is arrived at
The net absorption rate can also be defined using the BeerLambert law
where Ið hxÞ ¼ v g ð hxÞn c ð hxÞ is the photon flux (cm -2 s -1 ) and group velocity in the material, v g ð hxÞ, is calculated from the refractive index nð hxÞ. Equating these two expressions, a relation for absorption coefficient which includes the effect of carrier occupancy is found to be að hxÞ ¼ a 0 ð hxÞðf V ð 0 Þ À f C ð 0 þ hxÞÞ;
where a 0 ð hxÞ ¼ Mð 0 ; hxÞg V ð 0 Þg C ð 0 þ hxÞ=v g ð hxÞ gives the maximum absorption coefficient of the material. This could be calculated using Fermi's golden rule or for most instances a 0 ð hxÞ can simply be set equal to the experimental value of absorption coefficient (because usually f V ð 0 Þ Àf C ð 0 þ hxÞ ¼ 1). Therefore, the net absorption rate is given by
This expression indicates that the interband transition rate can be in one of three regimes:
(1) ðf V ð 0 Þ À f C ð 0 þ hxÞÞ $ 1, interband absorption rate is strong: this is the usual property for semiconductor in which the VB is full and the CB is empty. (2) ðf V ð 0 Þ À f C ð 0 þ hxÞÞ $ 0, interband absorption rate is zero: indicating the transition has been bleached due to high occupancy in both levels. (3) ðf V ð 0 Þ À f C ð 0 þ hxÞÞ $ À1, interband absorption rate is negative: indicating the semiconductor is behaving as an optical gain medium.
All conventional solar cells operate in the first regime, where the occupancy factor is normally ignored since the ground state can be assumed to be filled and empty excited states always available. However, for an IBSC the situation is more complex since the IB must support optical transitions both in-to and out-of the same band.
The same optical properties desired in the IBSC already exist in multi-junction solar cells. We may ask why all optical transitions in multi-junction solar cells are strong and yet observing the same transitions in an IB is so challenging. Figure 6 shows a multi-junction solar cell along with band diagrams and the occupancy indicated by the equilibrium Fermi level (E F ) and quasi-Fermi levels (E F V and E F C ). In Fig. 6 , the Fermi-level, in both junctions, is well above the VB and also well below the CB; therefore the optical absorption is strong. When illuminated additional electrons and holes are generated, yet the intra-band relaxation rates are very much faster than any inter-band recombination rate, so two quasi-Fermi levels can be defined E F V and E F C for the VB and CB, respectively. 10 Under typical solar illumination levels, the quasi-Fermi levels remain well below the band edges and the optical absorption remains strong. Figure 7 shows the optical transitions via an IB (the third wide gap junction is not drawn) and possible Fermilevel arrangements for an IBSC. In Fig. 7(a) , the transition rate from IB to CB is severely limited because of the low occupancy in the IB. In the equivalent circuit model, the two subcells are series connected; therefore, the cell suffers from very poor current matching between these two junctions, resulting in very low efficiency. Figure 7 (b) shows a more ideal situation where the IB is approaching the "half filled condition." 3 
B. Photofilling and doping
The basic principles of the IBSC are well described by fundamental detailed balance models 3 but for a more practical understanding of IBSC, it is necessary to consider a more realistic model.
Development of IBSC device simulation
In a detailed solar cell device simulation, the material properties and carrier transport need to be accurately simulated. Under steady state operation, there are two basic equations; the Poisson and continuity equation. The Poisson equation determines the electrostatic potential w depending on the charge density q r Á ðerwÞ ¼ Àq;
where e is dielectric constant, and the charge density usually contains free carriers, ionized impurities and trapped charges. The continuity equation is given by r Á J e ¼ qR;
where J e and J h are electron and hole currents, respectively, and q and R are elementary charge and net recombination rate. In drift-diffusion method, the current densities are given by the drift-diffusion equation. Solar cell device characteristics can be determined by self-consistently solving the Poisson equation, the carrier continuity equation with drift-diffusion equation in steady state. Compared with the conventional single-junction solar cells, the IBSC introduces additional states within the bandgap and these states can become charged with trapped or free carriers. These trapping effects require two additional considerations: how carriers are trapped or extracted from the IB and the effect of their charge on the electrostatic potential profile.
For IBSC device simulation, the transport equation is usually treated within the classical, i.e., drift-diffusion equation. Compared to the semi-classical and quantum methods, 18 the drift-diffusion method has an advantage that it can include whole cell structure which scale is $1 lm. This approach captures all the relevant recombination processes, both in the IB region but also elsewhere in the device structure, e.g., surface recombination. In addition, the potential profile in the IB region and the carrier extraction efficiency from IB largely depend on doping concentration in the device. Therefore, a drift-diffusion calculation can provide intrinsic device properties of IBSC device operation.
In 2002, Mart ı et al. studied spatial dependence of carrier density and current elements using a quasi-drift diffusion model. 19 This model is only valid when the quasi-chargeneutrality condition is satisfied. However, this work only included the IB active region. In 2009, Lin and Phillips 20 developed the drift-diffusion simulation without IB occupancy dependence of optical carrier generation rate through IB. This simulation accounted for the whole device structure, and clarified how quasi-Fermi levels are connected throughout the device. They showed how the the potential profile is modified under short-circuit condition from its equilibrium value due to optical filling of the IB. In 2010, Yoshida et al. 21 developed IBSC drift-diffusion simulation where IB occupancy is also solved self-consistently accounting for the generation and recombination rates via IB and the potential profile. They showed how the need for doping arises in the IB at low solar concentrations. 22 Strandberg and Reenaas 23 compared the effects of pre-filling (doping) and photofilling for IB region using similar treatment used in Ref. 19 . While many works only include radiative recombination process, Tob ıas et al., also developed IBSC drift-diffusion simulator and included nonradiative recombination. 24 Other studies have considered transitions between multiple interstates. 25, 26 By means of an illustrative example, we present the results of Yoshida et al. 22 from a self-consistent drift-diffusion simulation. Here, the optical generation (G ij ) and recombination (R ij ) rates between IB-VB and CB-IB are assumed to be locally balanced. Thus,
It should be noted that G IC and G VI are roughly proportional to f I and 1 -f I , respectively, where f I is the IB occupancy. Thus, the IB occupancy largely affects the optical generation rate and the potential profile. Energy gaps of CB-VB and IB-VB are 1.43 and 0.95 eV, and photon fluxes which can be absorbed by CB-IB and IB-VB transitions are equal, the effect of non-equal transition rates is discussed further in Sec. II D. The charge density is given by
where p, n C , and n I are hole, CB, and IB electron concentrations. N þ D and N À A are ionized donor and accepter concentrations. The device structure considered is a p-type top emitter, IB region, and n-type bottom base.
Simulating the IBSC potential profiles
The calculated band profiles of IBSC with non-doped IB are shown in Fig. 8 for the three different conditions of sun illumination; (a) no illumination (equilibrium), (b) 1 sun illumination, and (c) 1000 suns illumination, respectively. The potential profile under equilibrium ( Fig. 8(a) ) is very similar to that found in p-i-n diodes except the region near the bottom base layer, where the quasi-Fermi level crosses the IB, indicating substantial filling of the band in this region. Hence, the large accumulation of electrons in the bottom base layer results in an acute drop in potential. Under solar illumination, the potential profiles greatly change, as shown in Figs. 8(b) and 8(c). The electron density in the IB increases through optical absorption and the potential profile resembles that of a p-p --n diode. Increasing the solar concentration, the states in IB become significantly occupied and the quasi-Fermi levels of IB nearly coincide with E I, as seen in Fig. 8(c) .
The band profiles of the IBSC with doped IB are shown in Fig. 9 for the three different conditions of solar illumination the same as in Fig. 8 . The doping density is one half of the effective density of states in the IB. Because of the FIG. 7 . Two possible regimes of operation for an IB material: (a) below the degeneracy limit in which the IB to CB absorption is weak, (b) approaching degeneracy in which the transition rates in-to and out-of the IB are balanced.
ionized impurity in the IB region, the potential profile under equilibrium (no illumination) becomes similar to that in p-n --n diodes (see Fig. 9(a) ). The depletion regions are located only near the emitter and base layers. Figures 9(b) and 9(c) show that sun illumination drastically changes the potential profiles inside the cell. Compared with Fig. 9(a) , the occupation probability near the edges of the IB region greatly changes and the depletion region spreads over the whole IB region. Consequently, the potential profile becomes similar to that in p-i-n diodes. The quasi-Fermi levels of IB coincide with E I over the whole region under 1000 suns and, thus, the energy difference of E I and E F I becomes independent of doping density in IB. This indicates that the occupation probability in IB is determined by the photon density, which is often called as "photofilling." 27 In short, the presence of significant charge in the IB results in a sharp departure from the usual "depletion" approximation that is applied in a typical Shockley diode analysis of a semiconductor solar cell. The potential profile can only be determined through self-consistent simulation of the Poisson and drift-diffusion transport equations.
Simulating IBSC solar cell performance
The short-circuit current density (J SC ), open-circuit voltage (V OC ), and conversion efficiency as a function of light FIG. 8 . Band profile of IBSC in short-circuit condition along x-direction with non-doped IB under (a) no illumination (equilibrium), (b) 1 sun illumination, and (c) 1000 suns illumination. E C and E V represent the band edge of CB and VB, respectively, and E I is that of IB. E FC ; E FI ; and E FV are the quasi-Fermi levels of electrons in CB, IB and of holes in VB, respectively. concentration factor X for IBSCs and a bulk single-junction (GaAs like) control cell are shown in Fig. 10 . As discussed earlier, J SC for IBSC with a non-doped IB shows a strong dependence of X, whereas those for an IBSC with doped IB and a bulk single-junction control cell are nearly independent of X. However, as X increases to 1000, J SC for the IBSC with a non-doped IB approaches that for IBSC with doped IB due to the photofilling effects. Figure 10(b) shows that the V OC of IBSC with either non-doped or doped IB region is strongly dependent on X, while that for GaAs control cell is logarithmically dependent which is typical for a singlejunction solar cell. 28 This is because that IBSC has a recombination process through IB in addition to CB-VB recombination and this recombination mainly determines the V OC . In addition, the recombination process through IB is similar to Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination, and thus, IBSCs show stronger dependence on the concentration X than the control cell. Under high concentration (X > 100), optical generation rates of CB-IB and IB-VB become enough large to suppress the recombination via IB and the V OC of IBSCs yield a value similar to that of the control cell.
Figure 10(c) shows that the conversion efficiency of all cells (IBSCs and control cell) increases as X becomes larger. In particular, the light concentration dependence of conversion efficiency for IBSC with doped IB and GaAs control cell is determined by the X-dependence of V OC because J SC is nearly independent of X. However, under weak illumination, there is degradation of V OC and fill factor (FF) leading to a loss in efficiency. For the non-doped IB, there is also a strong reduction in J SC further illustrating the need to photofill the IB when it is non-doped and the cell operated under anything other than highly concentrated light.
In the simulation above, the doping concentration is set to the optimal value of half the effective density of states of IB. This is because incident photon fluxes absorbed by CB-IB and IB-VB transitions are almost the same, and thus, the optimal IB occupancy is almost 0.5. Therefore, the optimal doping concentration largely depends on the ratio of the two photon fluxes. However, the other doping concentrations in the top emitter and bottom base regions and the potential profile under the operation should also be considered. Thus, the simulation with including the whole cell structure is important especially under low light concentration.
C. Interband recombination rates
The analysis above considers the problem of sequential photon absorption via the IB, but assumed radiatively limited recombination. We now turn to an equally important aspect that of the interband recombination rate. For the IB to add to the solar cell efficiency, there must be a net generation of carriers via the IB. However, if the recombination rate is very fast compared to generation rate, then this will limit the carrier density that can develop in the IB.
The spontaneous emission rate, r sp , is proportional to the density of photon states (g c ) and an integration over all possible carriers that can participate in a optical transitions while conserving energy and momentum r sp ð hxÞ ¼ g c ð hxÞ
The condition for energy and momentum was derived in Sec. II A, therefore the spontaneous emission rate can be written as
The total transition rate is found by integrating over all possible transition energies
A convenient and commonly used expression for the net integrated radiative recombination rate is given by the bimolecular recombination equation
where B is related to the absorption coefficient by
Equation (19) is valid for dilute carrier concentrations, as it begins to overestimate the recombination rate for degenerate carrier concentrations ($10 20 cm -3 in most III-V materials). There are two main factors that influence the interband radiative recombination:
(1) Equilibrium carrier density (doping). (2) Absorption coefficient.
Radiative lifetime and doping
To consider the effect of carrier density in more detail, an illuminated semiconductor with excess number of electrons Dn, and holes Dp, generated by the absorption of light and equilibrium carrier concentrations n 0 and p 0 due to the intrinsic or extrinsic nature of the material are introduced. Therefore, the radiative recombination rate in Eq. (19) can be written as
In the low-injection limit, where Dn ( ðn 0 þ p 0 Þ, this leads to the rate equation for excess carrier concentration
which yields a lifetime
The main result is that the radiative lifetime, in the nondegenerate limit, is only dependent on the equilibrium carrier concentrations. For this reason, doping of semiconductor materials strongly influences the radiative lifetime. 30 For example, . This is a remarkably long lifetime but arises simply from the low carrier density in intrinsic GaAs and hence a low probability for interaction.
• . In extrinsic materials, radiative recombination is very fast because an excess carrier (in this case the hole) will always in close proximity to electron and can therefore recombine rapidly.
Radiative lifetime and absorption coefficient
Absorption coefficient is the second major factor influencing the radiative recombination rate. A material with a high absorption coefficient will also, in general, have fast radiative recombination. To understand this better, the principle of detailed balance to radiative transitions has to be applied first r a ð hxÞ À r st ð hxÞ À r sp ð hxÞ ¼ 0:
Previously, the term r a ð hxÞ À r st ð hxÞ ¼ W VC ð hxÞ was defined; therefore, the detailed balance condition can be written in terms of the absorption coefficient
This implies that if a 0 ð hxÞ increases it must be countered by a related increase in the spontaneous recombination rate. This can be stated succinctly as
D. Factors limiting the efficiency of IBSC
Here, we draw on the elements from the previous discussion regarding absorption coefficient and radiative lifetime with a view to elucidate further how these processes affect the efficiency of an IBSC. We restrict our attention to the case of an InAs/GaAs quantum dot (QD)-IBSCs discussed experimentally more detail in Sec. III D 4. In our simulation, we have carefully treated the energy-band structure with the one-dimensional Poisson equation and the continuity equations, 31 similar to the approach described in Sec. II B 1.
The key process of an IBSC comprises a two-step photon absorption (TSPA): absorption of a photon which promotes an electron from VB to IB and the subsequent absorption of a second photon which promotes an electron from the IB to CB. All the charges in the IB are provided by optical transitions, either by the direct absorption of sub-bandgap photons or by recombination processes from higher laying bands. In steady-state conditions, the net absorptive (upwards) transition rates (VB to IB and IB to CB, respectively) have to be balanced at each position in the device. This leads the balance equation (see also Eq. (14))
Because QDs generate isolated states in the bandgap of the host material, a finite energetic bandwidth for the IB is assumed rather than a continuous band which extends to infinity. This assumption is consistent with a band with high effective mass (thus low curvature in k-space) and therefore also low electron mobility. Upon incorporating the effects of sub-bandgap absorption coefficients, the generationrecombination rates are represented by
where a ij is the effective absorption coefficient, Ið hxÞ is the photon flux calculated using the Planck formula, and Dl ij is the quasi-Fermi level splits. Here, a 6000 K blackbody is used to simulate the solar spectrum at maximum concentration. 
Effect of carrier occupancy
It is important to note that the sub-bandgap absorptions via IB depend on the probability of IB occupation, as discussed previously this is represented by
Assuming that the VB is completely full (f V ¼ 1) and CB is completely empty (f C ¼ 0) the equation can be simplified to 21 ,32
where the absorption coefficients are parameterised using a 100 IC and a 0 VI represent the maximum absorption coefficients for the IB to CB transition when the IB is completely full, and maximum absorption coefficient for the VB to IB transition when the IB completely empty, respectively. The absorption coefficient is therefore proportional to the FermiDirac distribution.
Combining Eq. (27) with the one-dimensional Poisson equation and the continuity equations, the IB occupation provability, energy-diagram, and conversion efficiency can be calculated. Here, it is assumed that the collection efficiency of photogenerated carriers to be unity. The absorption coefficients (a 100 IC and a 0 VI ) are determined from the oscillator strength and the density of states but are independent of the probability of IB occupation. Equations (27) and (29) reveal that the photo-carrier distribution depends on f I, which is determined by the separate IB quasi-Fermi level. Under solar illumination, the QD number density is not sufficiently high to pin the quasi-Fermi level at the IB level because the total optical generation remains small. It should be noted that the IB quasi-Fermi level is approximately parallel to the IB level, and f I depends to a small extent on the spatial position because the light intensity decays with the penetration depth. The net generation rates clearly reveal this decay process. Because effective absorption coefficients depend on f I , they do not follow a simple exponential distribution. Besides, the net generation rate curves of the VB-IB and IB-CB transitions almost overlap each other, indicating that the numerical resolutions are accurate and stable. Figure 11 (a) shows the efficiency contour plots calculated for 500 nm InAs/GaAs QD-IBSCs under maximum concentration. These results reveal that there is no defined value for optimised E I in any material system; the optimised E I depends on the ratio of absorption coefficients, a Figure 11(b) shows a relation between inter-subband absorption coefficient and the conversation efficiency, evaluated from this result for InAs/GaAs QD-IBSCs. The intersubband absorption coefficient greater than 1000 cm -1 is demanded to surpass single-junction limit. Furthermore, 50% efficiency requires a coefficient greater than 10000 cm -1 , which is close in magnitude to that of the interband transition. These results are supported by the simpler yet more fundamental thermodynamic models of the IBSC which reveal high efficiency is achieved when all optical transitions occurs at similar rates.
Influence of electron lifetime
Next, the effects of electron lifetime in the IB on the conversion efficiency of QD-IBSCs are considered. A wellknown detailed balance calculation of the high conversion efficiency for an ideal IBSC is neglecting nonradiative lifetime. However, generally, QDs have a finite nonradiative lifetime and may participate in optical transitions because they act as recombination centers. Figure 12 shows conversion efficiency calculated by using the detailed balance theory as a function of the nonradiative electron lifetime in the IB. Here, we assumed 10 QD layers with an in-plane QD density of 10 10 cm -2 . The conversion efficiency depends strongly on the electron lifetime. Electron lifetime in QDs is influenced by carrier recombination strength, thermal escape, and tunneling escape. A long electron lifetime will be accomplished by controlling the recombination rate, 12 ,33 using a high potential barrier preventing thermal carrier escape from QDs, [34] [35] [36] and introducing an electric field damping layer. 37 Introducing a RB into the solar cell, as shown in Fig. 4 , assists with the problem of maintaining long carrier lifetime. Assuming that the VB-IB transition is direct and allowed, a typical electron lifetime of the order of 10 ns can be assumed. Assuming Boltzmann statistics for the electron distribution, introducing the relaxation step of DE will increase the lifetime by a factor expðDE=k B TÞ. This is responsible for intermediate state lifetimes of order 100 ls measured in molecular up-conversion systems. 38, 39 Further, the introduction of the fourth, RB also brings with it an advantage in terms of occupancy of the levels. The position of the IB Fermi energy ensures that the IB is relatively empty, thereby ensuring the VB-IB transition is strong, yet the RB is full, hence a strong RB-CB transition strength.
In this section, requirements for strong optical transitions in IB materials have been reviewed. The principle difficulty of using the IB approach for photovoltaics stems from the dual nature of the IB: it must have precisely the right carrier occupancy such that it can participate in absorptive optical transitions which promote electrons in-to and out-of the IB. If the occupancy in the IB is too low, the second optical transition (from the IB to CB) is strongly suppressed. Conversely, if the occupancy is too high, the first optical transitions (from the VB to IB) are strongly bleached. This constraint leads to severe current mismatch between the two junctions (and thus very low efficiency) when the IB is not half-filled. Current QD, quantum well (QW), dilute nitride, and dilute oxide approaches discussed in Sec. III suffer from very low occupancy in the IB so for this reason, IB operation is limited by the IB to CB transition.
III. REVIEW OF PRESENT STATUS ON SOLAR CELL DEVELOPMENTS
A. Highly mismatched alloys
HMA materials and electronic properties
Highly mismatched alloys (HMAs) are a class of semiconductors containing isoelectronic elements with very large differences in terms of atom size, ionicity, and electronegativity, for instance, Ga(N,As) in which N ions substitute the As sites as well as Zn(Te,O) alloys in which O ions substitute the Te sites. These alloys have very unusual electronic/ optical properties, for example, alloying of Ga(N,As) can result in an unusual compositional behaviour of the bandgap. These HMAs have been investigated for optoelectronic applications on account of their strong bandgap reduction, notably the use of GaInNAs, in both edge emitting and vertical cavity surface emitting lasers, semiconductor optical amplifiers, photodetectors, and optical modulators. 40 Considerable attention has also been drawn due to their potential for 1-eV subcell in ultrahigh efficiency multijunction solar cells that are based on existing GaAs technologies. 41 Recently, a triple-junction solar cell that contains a GaInNAsSb bottom cell presented a record efficiency solar cell performance of 43.5%. 42 This section reviews recent reports that extend further the potential of the HMAs toward application into the developing field of thin-film IBSC.
The alloy bandgap varies as a function of composition and can be estimated to a first degree by the linear interpolation between the values of the endpoint materials, A and B, assumed by the virtual crystal approximation (VCA), where the potential of the periodic crystal is taken as an average of the atomic potentials of the constituents. 43 However, semiconductor alloys usually exhibit some deviation, or bowing, away from this trend due primarily to constituent mismatch and disorder related potential fluctuations. Instead, the bowing is typically described by a quadratic relationship between the two gaps using an empirically determined nonlinear or bowing parameter b to characterize the degree of divergence from the VCA 43 
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Here, x is the fraction of compound A mixed in compound B. Room temperature (RT) bandgaps are 3.4 and 1.4 eV, respectively, for the endpoint materials GaN and GaAs for the GaN x As 1Àx HMA. Previous investigations have found a large bowing parameter b ¼ 18 eV for this ternary alloy. 44 While the values of b required to satisfy the bowing in most alloys are typically smaller than their bandgaps, such as in the direct bandgap case of Al x Ga 1Àx As (b ¼ 0.437), 45 the bowing parameter determined for GaN x As 1Àx is more than ten times the gap of GaAs. Although the large bowing was expected to produce a semimetallic overlap at intermediate compositions, 46 more detailed studies found a reduction of the bowing parameter with increasing composition. [47] [48] [49] In addition to the bandgap bowing issue, further optical investigations of GaNAs have shown that at energies higher than the fundamental bandgap there is an additional transition denoted E þ . 50, 51 These observations suggest that a single bowing parameter no longer adequately describe the trend of the bandgap, and more advanced theory is required. Similarly, large bandgap bowing observed in other III-V, II-VI, and IV-IV compounds including GaN x As 1ÀxÀy P y , 52 GaBi x As 1Àx , 53 ZnO x Te 1Àx , 54 ZnTe x S 1Àx , 55 and Sn x Ge 1Àx . 56 This anomalous behaviour has been understood in terms of a band anticrossing (BAC) model. 51, 57, 58 This model has also been invoked to explain Mn-derived impurity band in a dilute magnetic alloy (Ga,Mn)As. 59 A highly electronegative, isoelectronic impurity atom, such as N in GaAs or O in ZnTe, introduces localized s-like states near the CB edge of the host compound, while a large metallic impurity atom with a much lower ionization energy than that of the host anion, i.e., As in GaN or Te in ZnO, introduces localized p-like states near the VB edge. The BAC model predicts that an anticrossing interaction between the localized states of these impurity atoms and the extended states of the host leads to a restructuring of the CB or the VB into E þ and Esubbands. Wu et al. 60 have derived the BAC model using the Green's functions of Anderson many impurity model 61 in the coherent potential approximation, and the dispersion relation for the impurity composition x are then determined from the two-state like eigenvalue problem
The term C is the energy broadening of impurity level
k is the unperturbed CB dispersion, C A is the coupling parameter interpreting as hybridization strength of two anion elements. In the event that C ¼ 0, the dispersion relation is given as 62
The dispersion of two CB subbands E À and E þ can be observed in the schematic examples of calculated band structures in Fig. 13 based on the BAC model. 63 The effect of the interaction is most pronounced for the states located close to impurity state E D. When E D is located within the CB of the matrix (for example, N state lies at about 0.25 eV above the CB in GaAs (Ref. 51)), as depicted in Fig. 13(a) , the CB states at the E À edge retain mostly the extended E M -like character (E c k in Eqs. (35) and (36)) and those at the E þ edge have a more localized E D -like character. The E -subband narrows drastically as the energy position of the E D level moves down relative to the bottom of the CB. Narrowing of the band indicates a gradually increased contribution of the localized nature to the lowest subband, leading to a highly nonparabolic dispersion relationship that induces an enhancement of the effective mass and the density of states in the lower subband. When E D is located below the CB edge (for example, N state lies at about 0.1 eV below the CB in GaP (Ref. 51) or O state at about 0.4 eV below ZnTe (Ref. 54)), as illustrated in Fig. 13(b) , subbands E À and E þ switch their character: the E À subband states assume a highly localized nature and the E þ subband states possess the character of the extended state.
Shown in Fig. 14 are photo-modulated reflectance (PR) spectra of metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) grown GaN x As 1Àx thin films. 51 In addition to the PR spectral features related to the transition from the top of the VB (E V ) to E À and the transition from the top of the split off VB to E À (E À þ D 0 transition), an extra feature due to E V to E þ transition appears at higher energies in the PR spectra. With increasing N concentration, the E À and E À þ D 0 transitions shift to lower energy and the E þ transition moves in the opposite direction toward higher energy. 51 From the top of E V , the best fits to the data using the BAC model yield the energy of the nitrogen state, E N ¼ E V þ 1:65 eV at atmospheric pressure, and the interaction parameter C A ¼ 2.7 eV. In IIÀVI ZnTe system, addition of a small amount of isoelectronic Oxygen (O) leads to the formation of a narrow, O-derived band (E À ) of extended states located well below the CB (E þ ) edge of the ZnTe. 54, 64 The key difference of this system from the III-V GaNAs system is that the IB is relatively localized in its band dispersion since the O level exists 0.4 eV below the CB of ZnTe. Figure 15 shows the transition energies from the VB to the E À and E þ bands as a function of O composition x of ZnMnTe 1Àx O x layers synthesized using pulsed laser melting followed by rapid thermal annealing. With increasing x, the increasing difference between the E À and E þ location shows a typical behavior for interacting two-level systems. The coupling parameter C A in ZnTe 1Àx O x is estimated to be 3.2 eV, 65 and this value can be compared with those of ZnSe x Te 1Àx (1.0 eV), ZnS x Te 1Àx (1.0 eV), ZnO x Se 1Àx (1.8 eV), and GaN x As 1Àx (2.7 eV) systems. 57, 62, 66 In the BAC model, the magnitude of this matrix element depends on the electronegativity difference between the matrix anion elements, 57 The key feature of a HMA is the formation of two subbands due to the highly mismatched impurity-induced splitting of the CB. This feature allows one choosing extra path for photon absorption (three paths in contrast to only one-path in N-free GaAs host or O-free ZnTe). Further, using suitable amount of N or O composition, the multiple bandgaps can be optimized which add an additional advantage of the HMA system for IBSC application under desired level of solar concentration. Note that the theoretical background of the HMA system discussed so far has focused on the BAC model despite a number of theoretical approaches have been applied that focus on the interaction of N-clusters. [67] [68] [69] The simplicity and ease of interpretation of BAC model allows one designing multiple bands for certain impurity composition using an analytical expression. The experimental results obtained so far can be fairly explained by the BAC prediction. Yet some of the required feature for IBSC application needs more investigation, for example, nature of transition strength between the E -and E þ subbands. Experimental data of GaNAs alloy using PR show that the PR magnitude of VB-E þ transition is weak compared with the VB-E À transition. 70 On the other hand, the direct measurement of E À À E þ transition is not straightforward. The allowed dipole moments calculated for E À and E þ inter-subbands in a GaNAs/AlGaAs QW using a ten-band k Á p method were in the range of 2.16-3.13 Å . 71 These values, when considered as the upper limit for the GaNAs bulk, are fairly comparable to that of the bulk GaAs VB-CB transition (5.81 Å ). 72 In experiments, as discussed in Secs. III A 2 and III A 3, an evidence of the photocurrent production aided by the E À À E þ absorption is presented. For bulk ZnTeO, large oscillator strengths of the IB states to the VB and CB were calculated by Lee and Wang using density functional theory (DFT). 73 Projection analyses show that the IB states mostly consist of Zn s-states and O s-and p-states, 73, 74 and the strong oscillator strengths from IB to both VB and CB are ascribed to the mixed s and p characters of the IB states. 73 However, HMAs are generally difficult to prepare due to large miscibility gaps. For example, in GaNAs system, one problem is the low equilibrium solubility of N in GaAs, which is only on the order of 10 14 atoms cm
À3
. 75 Low growth temperatures below 600 C were used to kinetically limit phase separation, and crystals well above 1% N (10 20 atoms cm À3 ) in GaAs have been grown by metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE), molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), metalorganic MBE (MOMBE), and chemical beam epitaxy (CBE), etc. 76, 77 Under these conditions, kinetic effects at the growth surface likely play a dominant role, and motivated investigating role of surfactants, which are typically elements with small incorporation and desorption coefficients and accumulate on the surface during growth, thus changing growth properties. [77] [78] [79] Also post growth annealing results in significant improvement of the optical qualities. [80] [81] [82] Further, the observed rate of incorporation of N content in GaNAs, and correlation between N and In content in GaInNAs were found strongly dependent on the growth technique and precursor used. Other non-equilibrium preparation method such as ion implantation followed by shorttime annealing also made it possible to synthesize some other HMAs. 54 As a new class of artificial materials, HMAs are still in the experimental stages of their development.
In characterization of the two systems composing full structures of IBSCs. Experimental data of photocurrent production using a TSPA setup are also introduced which is a key method for demonstrating the direct evidence of multi-band activity in a solar cell. More recent developments of these two systems are also discussed.
III-V GaNAs-based thin-film IBSC
Using the unique features of the multiple electronic band character of GaNAs alloys, L opez et al. have designed, fabricated, and tested an IBSC for the first time. 83 The device demonstrates an optical activity of three energy bands that absorbs the crucial part of the solar spectrum, and converts into electrical current. Structures were prepared utilizing MOCVD.
Two device structures were designed with and without layers blocking charge transport in the IB. The device structures are shown in Figs. 16(a) and 16(b) together with the energy band diagram in which the energy band structure of the GaNAs layers was calculated using the BAC model. The structure with a blocked IB (BIB) is sandwiched between AlGaAs layers and has the blocking layers on both the surface and the substrate sides, whereas the structure with an unblocked IB (UIB) has a heavily doped InGaP layer on the substrate side, and the IB is connected to the substrate side of the device. The UIB device plays the role of a reference sample.
The EQE results of the above devices are shown in Fig.  17 (a) and each contribution due to different transitions is assigned by the PR results in Fig. 17(b) . In the UIB device, electrons excited to either the IB or the CB are collected at the substrate side, whereas the VB holes are driven to the surface contact. The IB plays the role of the CB and the device acts as a single bandgap solar cell whose characteristics are determined by the bandgap of about 1.1 eV between the IB and the VB. On the other hand, in the BIB device the backside blocking layer prevents transfer of electrons from the IB to the back contact. J-V characteristics for the two types of structures obtained under solar spectrum illumination with the intensity of about 20Â air mass (AM) 1.5 are shown in Fig. 18 . The UIB structure shows a V OC of about 0.42 V, whereas the BIB structure has a significantly higher V OC of 0.92 V. The small V OC and large value of voltage offset 0.68 eV from its bandgap (1.1 eV) in the UIB structure is consistent with a relatively poor quality junction. However, the large, more than twofold increase of V OC in the BIB structure can be associated with a gap much larger 1.1 eV meaning that the largest bandgap of 2 eV between CB and VB is responsible for the charge separation in this structure.
A probable cause for the high V OC in the BIB device can be ascribed to the photo-generated carriers associated with the E g ¼ 1.42 eV of the GaAs substrate, which is also a component of the structures. The spectral dependence of EQEs in Fig. 17 (a) shows two thresholds in the BIB device compared to a single threshold at 1.1 eV in the UIB. The thresholds at 1.1 eV and 2.0 eV correspond to the transitions from VB to IB and VB to CB in GaNAs, respectively. Although a contribution from GaAs to the EQE can be observed in the UIB device, this contribution is reduced in the BIB. The main contribution to the BIB photocurrent is dominated by the GaNAs VB-CB transitions, and clarifies that GaNAs is responsible for the transport of the photo-excited carriers. Additional support for the electron transport in the GaNAs CB has been provided by a comparative study of electroluminescence (EL) on both of the devices whose details are described in the original paper. 83 Compared to a single EL peak in the UIB at 1.15 eV due to VB-IB recombination, another peak appeared at the low energy side in the BIB at 0.9 eV due to IB-CB recombination originating from electron injection from the GaAs contact to the GaNAs CB in the BIB device. The presence of the optical transition between IB and CB in the BIB device satisfies a key requirement for the operational IBSC. However, in the present BIB device, though reduced yet the VB to IB contribution to the EQE in Fig. 17 (a) suggests for the presence of IB electron leakage pathways into the contact layers. In a fully functional IBSC device, perfect electrical isolation of the IB is required to allow selective collection of photo-carriers from the CB and VB but not from the IB to preserve the voltage.
However, as has been pointed out by Luque and Mart ı, 84 the missing link in the above experiments is the absence of a direct observation of photocurrent production by TSPA process. Evidencing photocurrent by TSPA is necessary to demonstrate the validity of the material choice for IBSC application since states existing deep in a semiconductor bandgap typically gives rise to traps and/or recombination centers that severely degrade the photo-voltage.
In the experiments that follow, an evidence for the TSPA effect in GaNAs IBSC structures is presented. 85 These devices consist of n-GaNAs IB layers sandwiched between p-type AlGaAs emitters and n-type AlGaAs barrier layers with suitable doping levels. Note that the GaNAs layers are lightly n-type doped in order to partially fill the IB(E À ) band to assist low-energy photon absorption between IB(E À ) and CB(E þ ) bands. Again, two types of IBSC structures, the UIB and the BIB as shown in Fig. 19 (a), were used. Shown in Figs. 19(b) and 19(c) are respective band diagrams calculated using a Poisson solver at dark and zero bias condition. 86 First in the UIB reference sample, the backside n-AlGaAs layer was heavily doped resulting in a thin electrically transparent barrier between the IB in GaNAs layer and the n-GaAs substrate. In the second sample, BIB structure, the backside n-AlGaAs layer was lightly doped providing a good barrier blocking the electrical contact between the IB and the GaAs substrate. In order to demonstrate the effects of the IB, a test structure was also grown with n-GaNAs layer replaced by n-InGaAs which does not have an IB. Structures were grown with radio frequency-plasma assisted MBE (RF-MBE).
Proof for the photocurrent production for the IB(E À ) to CB(E þ ) absorption followed by VB to IB(E À ) absorption has been obtained from the experiment schematically outlined in the inset of Fig. 19 (e). Two optical excitations using an IR source for IB(E À ) to CB(E þ ) transition and a monochromatic source for other transitions were used in the experiment. The IR light source produced with suitable IR filter which passes AM 1.5 sun light with the wavelength longer than 1400 nm or the photon energy below 0.88 eV. Photons of this energy cannot induce the VB to IB(E À ) transition that requires energy of more than 1.17 eV. However, illumination with these low energy photons from the IR source can pump electrons from IB(E À ) to CB(E þ ). The second, monochromatic source with the photon energy range of 1-4 eV was used to measure the EQE spectra at the short-circuit condition. Under the monochromatic light irradiation, the additional IR bias light illumination enables IB(E À ) to CB(E þ ) transitions, resulting in an increased photocurrent through TSPA of electrons from VB to CB(E þ ) via the IB. Therefore, "DEQE", the difference of EQE with and without IR illumination, represents the contribution of the photocurrent production through the TSPA process.
Shown in Fig. 19 (e) are the DEQE spectra of the IBSC structures. A finite DEQE is observed in the BIB structure confirming photocurrent production due to TSPA, while no measurable photocurrent difference is found in the UIB structure. Similar to the case of UIB, no DEQE has been observed in the n-InGaAs test structure. This confirms that in both the UIB and the n-InGaAs structures, only the conventional two-band transitions occurred and a TSPA process does not contribute to the photocurrent.
Details of the photocurrent production can be analyzed in terms of three transitions evident in the PR spectrum shown in Fig. 19 (e). The DEQE of the transition (1) [VB to IB(E À )] shows a substantial tail below its edge at 1.17 eV. This tail is characteristic of as-grown GaNAs layers 79, 87 and is caused by potential fluctuations in IB(E À ) edge location. This characteristic tail is also visible in transition (2), which involves the electron excitation between spin-orbit split VB and IB(E À ) band of GaNAs, as also observed in the PR spectrum in Fig. 19(d) . Transition (3) VB to CB(E þ ) occurs in n-GaNAs and is very close to VB to CB transition in p-AlGaAs emitters. The observation of transition (3) in DEQE spectrum can be explained by efficient excitation of the electrons from the VB to CB followed by a fast relaxation to the IB(E À ) where the electrons accumulate and can be re-excited to CB by low energy photons. Comparing to the short wavelength transitions, DEQE signals in transitions (1) and (2) are much weaker due to the weak optical absorption of long wavelength photons in the thin GaNAs IB layer of the present structures.
One of the key requirements for an efficient IBSC is the perfect electrical isolation of the IB from the contacts allowing selective collection of photo-carriers from the CB and VB but not from the IB. 88, 89 With this condition, the IB is coupled to the VB and the CB only through optical transitions. This requires efficient energy barrier layers to block IB electron escape pathways between the IB and the contact layers. Although the importance of blocking layers has been recognized before, there has been missing a systematic study of the layer parameters on the blocking behavior. L opez et al. used one specific thickness and doping concentration. 83 Ahsan et al. carried out a systematic study of the effects of the blocking layer parameters of n-type AlGaAs on the IBSC performance. They have drawn the barrier design guide by analyzing the electronic structure and electron transport properties in simulation. 90 As shown in Fig. 20(a) , direct tunneling through and thermal excitation over the blocking barrier are major carrier escape pathways reducing the photoinduced occupation of the IB and efficiency of the TSPA resulting in a reduced V OC . In designing the blockage of the carrier escape pathways, a series of experiments were performed on IBSC structures with three different levels of electron doping in the AlGaAs IB barrier layers ( , respectively. The parameters for other layers are kept unchanged. and undoped) that allowed different degrees of electrical transparency or blockage of the IB electrons toward the n-GaAs contact layers. 90 The structures are similar as that of Fig. 19(a) except that the electron doping levels in the AlGaAs IB barriers are changed. Figure 20( ). The simulated data were calculated using a Poisson solver at dark and zero bias condition. 86 The electron doping levels used here were taken from measured data in thick Si-doped AlGaAs layers separately grown on semi-insulating GaAs substrates under similar growth conditions. Note that the upper limit of unintentional background doping for the undoped AlGaAs barrier was assumed to be 1 Â 10 15 cm À3 as it was difficult to measure the carrier concentration below this level in RT Hall measurements. The CB profile of the heavily doped AlGaAs barrier, represented by black line in Fig. 20(b) , shows a very thin triangular potential barrier between IB and the contact. This, in combination with a calculated very high electric field (300 kV/cm) at the interface, results in an efficient electron tunneling and poor isolation of the IB from the contact. Decreasing level of the electron doping and widening of the triangular barriers results in increasingly efficient blocking of the IB electrons. A nearly flat electric field distribution of around 30 kV/cm was obtained for the undoped AlGaAs barriers. Additional effect reducing the charge transfer across the blocking layer originates from the difference in the doping level of AlGaAs barrier and GaNAsSb absorber. Thus, reduction of the n-type doping of the AlGaAs barrier from 4 Â 10 17 cm À3 and 1 Â 10 15 cm À3 leads to an increase in the effective energy barrier height by almost 100 meV at the GaNAs/AlGaAs interface. This effective increase in energy height can provide an additional blockage for thermal escape pathway of IB electrons. , and undoped, respectively. In solar cells, the V OC values are related to the quasi-Fermi level difference and are determined by the gap E g between electron and hole collecting bands. The key question in the present case is whether the electron collecting band is IB(E À ) or CB(E þ ). The VB-IB(E À ) bandgap for the GaNAsSb absorber can be estimated from the onset of EQE response at the long wavelength region around 1.1 eV ($1140 nm), as observed in the inset of Fig. 21(b) . In general, the V OC is given by V OC ¼ ðE g À DÞ=q. Here, q is an elemental charge, and the offset D has been shown to be larger than 0.4 eV under 1 sun illumination. 91 Therefore, in the present IBSC structures the D values with respect to VB-IB(E À ) gaps are 0.66, 0.58, and 0.30 eV, respectively, with decreasing level of barrier doping. This suggests that the V OC cannot be attributed to the VB-IB(E À ) bandgap of 1.1 eV, but with the decreasing n-type doping levels the more effective blocking of the IB(E À ) leads to an effective collection of electrons photoexcited to CB(E þ ) band and increasingly larger role of the VB-CB(E þ ) bandgap in determining the V OC .
An apparent reduction in the photocurrent production has been observed in Fig. 21(a) with decreasing barrier doping levels. The J SC values are 7.32, 1.06, and 0.65 mA/cm 2 , respectively, with decreasing level of barrier doping. This is likely due to an inefficient collection of the electrons photoexcited to the CB(E þ ) band. Details of the photo-carrier collection are illustrated in Fig. 21(b) , in which EQE spectra of the IBSC structures at RT are shown. Note that the EQE magnitudes reduce with the decrease of barrier doping level especially at longer wavelengths. This is an expected behavior as the more efficient blocking layer reduces collection of electrons photoexcited to the IB(E À ) with the long wavelength photons.
The EQE spectra discussed so far were measured at a short-circuit condition by maintaining a zero external bias. Carrier collection can be enhanced with an aid of an electric field by applying reverse biases when the extraction of photo-generated carriers is incomplete. 92, 93 Figure 22(b) shows EQE spectra of the IBSC with undoped barrier with increasing reverse bias from þ0.5 V to À1.5 V. Compared with the long wavelength EQE responses, much enhancement of the short wavelength EQE responses can be observed. To examine the transitions contributing to the short wavelength photon absorptions, PR spectroscopy was measured at RT on an undoped GaNAs control sample of similar N composition. The features in the PR spectrum in Fig. 22(a) consist of four transitions: three from the GaNAs layer and one from the GaAs substrate. This indicates that the dominant contribution to EQE signals originates from the GaNAs VB ! CB(E þ ) transitions wavelength shorter than 660 nm (above 1.88 eV) superimposed with those from pAlGaAs emitter. The onset of mid-wavelength EQE signal at about 870 nm (1.42 eV) matches the GaAs signals in PR spectrum in Fig. 22(a) . This suggests for the field-assisted collection of minority carriers (holes) from n-GaAs contact, which were otherwise likely lost in the GaNAs flat-band area. Another PR feature observed in GaNAs originates from spin-orbit split VB(D 0 ) to IB(E À ) transitions. However, similarly to the case of VB ! IB(E À ) transitions, it is likely that the contribution from VB(D 0 ) ! IB(E À ) transitions to the EQE is equally low due to the increased blocking efficiency of the undoped barrier.
The reason for the large difference in the long wavelength EQE responses in Fig. 22(b) of the IBSC of medium doped barrier (4 Â 10 16 cm À3 ) compared to that of undoped case is not fully clear. One likely interpretation is the additional presence of carrier leakage path through localized states of the IB(E À ) close to the original nitrogen level. The importance of these states at $1.6 eV above VB has been shown in transient photocapacitance study performed on GaInNAsSb-based solar cells. 94 The degree of tunneling escape of IB carriers that are thermally excited into these states will be highly sensitive to the thickness of the triangular potential, and may result in the long wavelength carrier collection when barriers are highly doped, and thin.
The above results have shown that blocking of the charge transport in the IB is the key requirement for the operation of IBSC, in which the best blocking properties were achieved for 100 nm-thick undoped AlGaAs barriers (unintentionally doped $ 10 15 cm
À3
) in experiments. This is in good agreement with the optimal blocking properties achieved for lightly doped (<10 16 cm
) AlGaAs barriers thicker than 60 nm in simulation. 90 While the direct observation of photocurrent production due to TSPA in GaNAs HMAs demonstrates the potentials of this system for thin-film IBSC application, the amount of photocurrent is still very low. This can be ascribed to the degraded electrical and optical qualities of this system studied extensively since the early 1990s. With increasing N composition, the severe deterioration of the material properties leads to short minority-carrier diffusion lengths and poor carrier extraction in GaNAs single-junction solar cells compared with that of the host GaAs material. 41 The coexistence of different local environments in the alloy complicates the electronic properties of GaNAs generating band fluctuations. These environments result in deep carrier trap states having a few tens to a few hundreds meV of localization energies. The use of antimony (Sb) has been shown effective in improving material qualities of GaInNAs QWs and thin films. 78, 79 Ahsan et al. have carried out a comparative study of TSPA experiments between a GaNAs and a GaNAsSb IBSC. They show that an improvement in the photocurrent production has been observed in the GaNAsSb IBSC due to improved material quality. 95 The structures are similar as that of Fig. 19(a) except that during the growth of GaNAs absorber layer with Sb, the Sb beam flux was set to 1.0 Â 10 À8 Torr by fixing a cracker valve. The N fluxes were kept constant in both of the structures. Also, the Si dopant concentrations in both of the structures were kept constant at 5 Â 10 17 cm
. The DEQE spectra of the TSPA experiments are shown in Fig. 23(a) . A distinct improvement in the DEQE of the GaNAsSb IBSC structure is observed compared to the GaNAs IBSC. In both of the IBSC structures, the excess electrons trapped in the IB(E À ) are re-excited to CB(E þ ) with IR photons producing an additional photocurrent that effectively results from two photons producing one electronhole pair. The inset in Fig. 23(a) is an expanded viewgraph in 800-1200 nm range of wavelength with the DEQE values in the logarithmic scale. Any degradation of the DEQE values was not observed despite an increased amount of nitrogen in the GaNAsSb absorber layer. Instead, the enhancement in the DEQE value of the GaNAsSb IBSC above the VB ! CB(E þ ) transitions by a factor of 2 suggests improved IB(E À ) !CB(E þ ) transitions with IR photons producing an additional photocurrent.
The improved photocurrent production due to TSPA in the GaNAsSb IBSC can be attributed to the enhanced IB(E À ) ! CB(E þ ) transitions. Theoretically, a suitable electron filling of the IB is expected to increase both of the sub-bandgap transitions at a high rate, 88 and an increased photocurrent can be achieved. In fact, an increased carrier population has been deduced from PR studies in the GaNAsSb IB(E À ) band compared with that of the GaNAs absorber, and can be attributed to the enhancement of the , an overall enhancement of the EQE can be observed. CB(E þ ) carrier collection, which is otherwise inhibited by poor diffusion length, is enhanced when assisted by an electric field. The apparently low J SC in Fig.  21 (a) is due to the low EQE response at 0 V. improved IB(E À ) ! CB(E þ ) transitions with IR photons producing an additional photocurrent.
Figure 23(b) shows the PR spectra of the two structures at RT. The structures in the long wavelength regions are related to the GaNAs VB ! IB(E À ) transitions. The oscillatory features above the VB ! IB(E À ) transitions are the Franz-Keldysh oscillations (FKO) due to the presence of strong electric field in the depleted GaNAs(Sb) layers. The high energy features above 1.80 eV are most likely superimposed peaks of VB ! CB(E þ ) and the interband transitions in p-AlGaAs emitters having similar energies. An indirect method for determining the bandgap energy and doping concentrations is employed using the FKO features in Fig. 23(b) . 96 Shown in Fig. 23(c) is a linear fit to the energy positions of extrema (E m ) of the FKOs taken below 1.40 eV of photon energy to avoid overlapping PR signals from the top p-GaAs contact layers. The intercept of the fit gives the band edge E g and the slope gives hX, a characteristic energy associated with the bandgap, and related to the electric field F that can give an estimation of ionized dopants, and hence the carrier concentration. 96 The obtained values of the IB(E À ) band edges for GaNAs and GaNAsSb absorbers are 1.17 and 1.11 eV, respectively. The key observation is that an improved electron concentration in the GaNAsSb layer is obtained by a factor of 1.2 compared with that of the GaNAs layer. Note that a constant amount of Si dopants was provided to each of the layers. This increase in the effective carrier concentration in the GaNAsSb layer despite an increase in the N composition resulting in a lowered IB(E À ) band edge, can be ascribed to the surfactant effect of the Sb during growth of GaNAs layer. 78, 79 This increased carrier population in the GaNAsSb IB(E À ) band is attributed to the extra carriers enhancing the IB(E À ) !CB(E þ ) transitions with IR photons that produces an additional photocurrent compared with that of the GaNAs absorber without Sb.
II-VI ZnTeO-based thin-film IBSC
In recent years, as mentioned earlier, II-VI ZnTeO is another HMA system besides III-V GaNAs system which is increasingly drawing interest for IBSC application. This is because of the formation of O-derived narrow band (E À ) of extended states located well below the CB(E þ ) edge of the ZnTe, and the E À band can be used as an IB. 54, 64, 65, 97, 98 In order to study the role of IB on the photocurrent production, there are a few experimental results on TSPA reported using laser or light emitting diode as illumination light sources. 64, 97 Very recently, more detailed studies on the TSPA process in ZnTeO have been reported by Tanaka et al. 98, 99 They prepared a series of ZnTeO IBSCs 99 with different thicknesses of surface-side blocking layer (undoped ZnTe layers with 0, 50, 100, and 200 nm of thicknesses) while other layers were kept fixed, as shown in Fig. 24(b) . The UIB structure has the IB connected to the CB of ZnO window layer, while BIB has the blocking layers (undoped ZnTe layers) on both the surface and the substrate sides. The UIB device serves the purpose of a reference sample. An additional ZnTe reference solar cell without a ZnTeO absorber was prepared as an IB-free reference sample, as shown in Fig. 24(a) . J-V curves of these devices under 1 sun illumination (AM 1.5), and the EQE spectra at RT are shown in Figs. 25(a) and 25(b) . Note that the V OC and J SC values in Fig.  25 (a) are higher than those for the devices with a thinner blocking layer. This has been ascribed to the increased fraction of light absorption by the thick ZnTe blocking layers, not by the ZnTeO layers. The smaller bandgap between VB and IB(E À ) of ZnTeO is likely responsible for the smaller V OC of UIB device, since the low energy photocurrent edge in UIB at about 1.65 eV in Fig. 25(b) corresponds to the optical transitions from VB to IB. The second edge at about 2.3 eV in UIB and BIB devices can be attributed to the transitions from the VB to E þ in ZnTeO and from the VB to the CB in ZnTe. Further, note that the V OC values are much lower for these devices compared with the bandgap of ZnTe. This has been ascribed mainly due to the large CB offset existing at the interface between ZnO and ZnTeO. In these contexts, it is not clear about the role of photocurrent due to TSPA on the increase of J SC and V OC with increasing blocking layers.
A direct evidence of photocurrent production via TSPA in these II-VI ZnTeO devices has been provided using an additional IR light source similar to the EQE measurement setup discussed in Sec. III A 2. In the present system, the IR light source passes photons with the wavelength longer than 1000 nm or the photon energy below 1.24 eV. The EQE was recorded with and without the IR illumination, and the DEQE represents photocurrent production due to TSPA. The DEQE at RT for the 50 nm-thick barrier device is shown in Fig. 26 . 98 The increases of DEQE at the energy region between 1.65 and 2.25 eV are ascribed to the enhanced IB-CB transitions of electrons excited from VB to IB; whereas those at the energy region above 2.25 eV can be explained by the re-excitation of electrons being trapped into IB after the initial transition from VB to CB and then to IB by a fast relaxation.
While the above experiments demonstrated that the potentials of ZnTeO alloy for the IBSC application, the performance as a solar cell device is yet low. Improvement of the front-side barrier layer is needed since the present structures require thick i-ZnTe barrier layers to isolate the IB from the contacts. As discussed, the thick i-ZnTe barrier layer can absorb the crucial part of the solar spectrum which would otherwise be absorbed and converted into electricity by the ZnTeO base layer. Another key issue is the sufficient collection of photo-carriers due to the sub-bandgap photons. In a real device, the location of the junction existing near the surface poses difficulty in carrier collection for sub-bandgap response where absorption is located farther from the grown homoepitaxially on a GaSb substrate. The performance exceeded despite the presence of large lattice mismatch from GaAs substrates and the associated increase in dislocation density. This behaviour demonstrates the importance of the n-ZnSe/p-ZnTe junction in determining diode performance, where the graded ZnSeTe layer appears to be desirable for improving the electrical junction. Another key observation for the inverted diode structure is that the performance is maintained using a ZnTeO base layer, implying that the solar cell performance is not degraded. They have observed sub-bandgap response in the J-V characteristics in the inverted structure using a red laser ($1.95 eV). Because this energy is smaller than the bandgap of ZnTeO, this experiment suggests for the presence of an optically active IB that contributed to the additional photocurrent generation. In order to realize an operational IBSC, carrier leakage pathways from the IB should be blocked to assist photocurrent production due to TSPA.
In short, HMAs are still in the experimental stages of their development. However, the two systems reviewed so far clearly have demonstrated the potentials for IBSC application. For the highly efficient IBSCs, further improvement of the electronic and optical qualities, e.g., mobility and minority carrier lifetime, are required. Lattice-matched systems can allow superior heterojunctions suppressing formation of nonradiative defects, etc. Also, for the electrical isolation of the IB, the device design requires some innovative ideas including material development. Another issue is the improvement of the transition strength of long wavelength photons stepping into the IB. One would expect that if the localized impurity level lies below the CB, the final transition may be stronger due to the more impurity derived E À and more extended like E þ . This has motivated the research on II-VI ZnTeO system, and recently on GaN x P y As 1ÀxÀy system. 101, 102 B. Quantum dot arrays
Fabrication techniques of multi-stacking QDs layers
QD or QW superlattice (SL) incorporated in the active region of p-i-n single-junction solar cells has been considered as one of the most promising candidates to realize the IBSCs. 2, 3, 103 In the last decade, there has been an extensive effort to demonstrate the QDSCs with a central focus on III-V compound semiconductors. 34, For the QD-IBSC, QDs are required to be homogeneous and small in size and to be regularly and tightly placed in the active region of the cell as illustrated in Fig. 28 , in order to form of an IB or a SL miniband that is well separated in energy from the higher states. 142 Additionally, the dense QDs must be required to achieve the sufficient photo-absorption in QD layers. The most commonly used fabrication technique of QD structure is to leverage spontaneous self-assembly of coherent three-dimensional (3D) islands in latticemismatched heteroepitaxy known as the Stranski-Krastanov (S-K) growth mode on MBE or MOVPE. The InAs/GaAs heteroepitaxial system has a lattice mismatch of 7.2%, lattice strain introduced by a large mismatch will drive into S-K growth. The InAs 2D layer called wetting layer is grown in the initial growth step, and then the growth mode transits into 3D coherent island growth with increased in the InAs coverage. 143 The typical areal density of QDs is in order of 10 10 cm À2 in a single layer for InAs QDs grown on GaAs (001) substrate. However, the density is much less than required for QD-IBSC as described in Sec. III B 4. The QD size and density are dependent on the growth conditions such as the V/III flux ratio, substrate orientation, growth temperature, and material of buffer layer. 115, 144, 145 Yamaguchi et al. have demonstrated that the density of QDs is increased by irradiating Sb to buffer or wetting layer. [146] [147] [148] The ultra-high density of 1 Â 10 12 cm À2 in the single layer was achieved in their studies. For further increasing of QDs density, the fabrication of multi-stacking configuration should be needed. However, a gradual build-up of internal lattice strain with increased number of stacking results in an increase in both the size and its fluctuation 149 for the multi-stacked QDs grown by S-K growth mode. In addition, the excess-accumulated strain has the negative effects on solar cell performances. Mart ı et al. have reported the effect of strain induced by S-K growth on QDSC. In Fig. 29, (a) shows the sample design of fabricated in their study and (b) shows the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) corresponding to QD-IBSC with 10, 20, and 50 stacked QD layers grown on GaAs substrate. 106 All the samples are grown by MBE. The multi-stacked InAs/GaAs QDs layers are inserted between p-GaAs emitter and n-GaAs base layer, and the QDs were formed by S-K growth mode with $2.7 monolayers (ML) of InAs coverage. As shown in Fig. 29(b) , the extended QE response provided by the InAs QD layers for wavelengths exceeding that of the GaAs absorption edge (k GaAs $ 880 nm). Furthermore, the photocurrent production due to the InAs QD layers increases as the number of layers increases from 10 to 20. But, IQE for the QDSC with 50 stacks QD layers decreases considerably from 400 to 880 nm wavelength region. This result indicates the crystal quality of GaAs host material is degraded by the growth of multi-stacked QDs layers. Figure 30 shows the bright field scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images for the QDSC with 10 and 50 stacked QD layers. The QDs are vertically aligned in the growth direction without misfit dislocations for the QDSC with 10 stacked QD layers. By contrast, a lot of strain-induced dislocations are observed at both the p-GaAs emitter and InAs QDs grown regions on sample with 50 stacked QD layers. These defects lead to a significant nonradiative recombination and a reduction in photocurrent productions. The S-K growth in InAs/GaAs system usually results in a degradation of stacked QD structure and generation of misfit dislocations, typically after 15-20 layers of stacking, as a result of accumulation of internal strain beyond the critical thickness. Sugaya et al. have reported ultra-high stacked In 0.4 Ga 0.6 As/ GaAs QDSC fabricated by the intermittent deposition technique. 122, 123, 127 The critical thickness in In 0.4 Ga 0.6 As/GaAs system is much thicker than that in InAs/GaAs system. Therefore, In 0.4 Ga 0.6 As QDs have the advantage of being able to ultra-high stack. The cross-sectional STEM images of 300 stacked In 0.4 Ga 0.6 As QD layers are shown in Ref. 127 . No dislocations are generated after the stacking up to 300 layers. They have been successful in the stacking of 400 QD layers while keeping the high crystal quality. The thicknesses of the 400 layers stacked In 0.4 Ga 0.6 As/GaAs QD structure is thought to be still lower than the critical value of misfit dislocation. However, in InGaAs/GaAs system, sufficiently thick GaAs spacer layers are needed to stack the InGaAs QDs. Moreover, the thick wetting layer is formed before the formation of InGaAs QD, because the critical thickness of the growth mode transition from 2D to 3D is thicker than that of InAs QD.
On the other hand, tensile-strained barriers have been studied to balance out or compensate for the compressive strain induced in QD active regions. [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] 150, 151 This growth method is called the strain-compensation or strainbalance technique. Oshima et al. have studied multi-stacked InAs QDs layers on GaAs substrates by using straincompensation, in which GaNAs dilute nitride spacer layers were used as strain compensating layer (SCL). 113 The conditions for strain compensation are determined by the following equations:
where d QD and d spacer are the deposition thicknesses of the QD layer and the spacer layer; a QD , a sub , and a spacer are the lattice constant of QD layer, substrate, and spacer layer; and r QD and r spacer are the amounts of strain with respect to the substrate in the QD layer and the spacer layer, respectively. Figure 31 (a) shows high resolution X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra for samples with 20 layers stacked InAs QDs embedded in GaNAs SCL and GaAs spacer layer. 109 The samples are grown on GaAs (001) substrate. The satellite peaks originating from the periodic structure can be clearly observed in each sample, and hence abrupt heterointerfaces are maintained after stacking. For InAs/GaNAs system, the zerothorder satellite peak S(0) indicated by an arrow in Fig. 31(a) shows a near lattice match with GaAs substrate. Thus, the net average compressive strain induced by InAs QDs layers is approximately compensated by GaNAs SCLs though not precisely balanced out in all three dimensions of QDs. Figure 31(b) shows the effect of strain-compensation on the IQE spectra of multi-stacked QDSCs. Four kinds of samples were fabricated on GaAs (001) substrate in that work. Two of them are strain-compensated QDSCs with 10 and 20 stacked pairs of the InAs QDs layer with 2.0 ML coverage and a 20 nm-thick GaN 0.01 As 0.99 SCL. Another is comprised of 20 pairs of InAs QDs and GaAs spacer layers, and hence the QD structure is strained. The other is a GaAs control cell with a 400 nm-thick i-GaAs layer used as a reference. The four samples were identical in the structure except for the i-layer region. Additionally, Fig. 31(c) shows the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum for 20 layers stacked InAs/ GaNAs QDSC which is used to identify the photo-absorption edge for each layer. A PL emission peak from the ground state of InAs QDs is observed at around 1170 nm. In addition, a shoulder peak originating from both GaNAs spacer layer and InAs wetting layer is seen at around 980 nm for both InAs/GaNAs strain-compensated QDSCs and 880 nm for InAs/GaAs uncompensated QDSC, respectively. Second, the absorption edge is redshifted from 1150 nm for InAs/ GaAs QDSC up to 1200 nm for InAs/GaNAs QDSC, and this is because the quantum confinement is lower at the CB interface when GaNAs is used as the barrier instead of GaAs. The filtered J SC of 20 stacks InAs/GaNAs QDSC beyond the GaAs bandedge, which gives the contribution from QD layer, was determined to be 2.47 mA/cm 2 by taking the product of IQE and AM 1.5 spectrum. This value is twice that of 10 stacks InAs/GaNAs QDSC and four times larger than that of 10 stacks uncompensated QDSC, respectively. The degradation of QEs in the shorter wavelength is not observed after increasing the QD layer from 10 to 20 stacks suggests that the crystalline quality is maintained in the strain-compensated QDSCs as the contribution to the photocurrent generated by the p-GaAs emitter is not affected. Though the GaNAs SCL increases photocurrent, it causes a substantial drop in V OC due to an increase in the CB offset at the GaAs/GaNAs heterointerfaces at both ends of the i-layer, which in turn increases the recombination loss within the i-layer thereby leading to increasing dark current. 112 Hubbard et al. have fabricated strain-compensated QDSC using GaP SCL as illustrated in Fig. 32(a) . 108 In order to investigate the effect of strain-compensation, 5 stacks InAs QDSC with and without GaP SCL were grown by MOVPE. For the strain-compensated QDSC, each InAs QD layer is followed by the 6 nm-thick GaAs, a 1.4 nm-thick GaP, and a 4 nm-thick GaAs. The QDSC without straincompensation consists of 5 stacked pairs of the InAs QD and 10 nm-thick GaAs. In addition, the control GaAs cell with 100 nm-thick i-region is fabricated as a reference. Figure  32 (b) shows J-V curves under 1 sun of AM 0 solar spectrum for both a 5 layers stacked InAs QDSC with and without strain-compensation and for the GaAs control cell. The QDSC without strain-compensation exhibits substantial degradation in overall cell performance compared with GaAs control cell. Degradation in both J SC and V OC is likely due to increased minority carrier recombination by the inserting QD layers. The reduced FF results from a decrease in majority carrier mobility in the p-GaAs emitter region. Mobility degradation has been shown to be related to misfit dislocations which may originate at the QD layer as stated above. The V OC of 0.83 V in the QDSC with strain-compensation is significantly higher than that of QDSC without straincompensation. Further, the J SC also improved to the extent that there is a slight increase compared to the GaAs control cell. The increased J SC of the device resulted by improving the crystal quality in the p-GaAs emitter region and from the photo-generated current contributed by the InAs QDs. The improvement in FF can be attributed to improved carrier transport through the intrinsic and emitter regions. The V OC is also improved by strain-compensation, but the value is about 190 meV lower than that of the GaAs control cell.
Bailey et al. have fabricated the strain-compensated QDSC with high V OC by reducing the InAs coverage. stacked strain-compensation QDSC with 2.1 ML and 1.8 ML InAs coverage. The condition of strain-compensation is determined by continuum elasticity theory derived based on QD parameter such as height and in-plane density. 153 The V OC of QDSC with 2.1 ML InAs coverage and GaP SCL is about 160 mV lower than that of GaAs control cell as is the case with Fig. 32(b) . QDSC with 2.1 ML InAs coverage has the giant QDs caused by the island coalescence and bimodal size distribution according to their study. 129, 154 As the result, the dark current increases due to the localized strain induced by the larger QD. QDSC with 1.8 ML InAs coverage and GaP SCL exhibits a significant improvement in the V OC . The V OC value is 0.994 V for the 1.8 ML InAs QDSC using GaP SCL, and the voltage loss compared to GaAs control cell is only 47 mV. This is because the nonradiative recombination is reduced by decreasing the density of larger defective QDs. In exactly the same manner, they have succeeded in the development in QDSC with 40 layers stacked QDs while maintaining the high V OC . 129 The conversion efficiency reaches 14.3% under irradiation of AM 0 solar spectrum. Recently, strain-compensation growth techniques have shown a significantly improved multi-stacked QD quality as well as characteristics of QDSCs even after stacking of 50 QD layers by S-K growth on GaAs substrate. 113, 114 On InP substrate, high material quality has been reported in 300 layers stacked InAs QDs using AlGaInAs strain-compensation layer. 152 
Characteristics of type-II QD structures
The photocurrent generation by TSPA is the central operating principle of IBSC. In order to further increase the conversion efficiency, the enhancement of TSPA rate via IB is a key issue. The type-II energy band alignment is one of the effective measures for increasing the optical transition from IB to CB, since the structure lead to longer carrier lifetimes. 155, 156 The InAs/GaAs system has been vigorously studied in QD growth. This material combination has a type-I energy band alignment with a radiative recombination lifetime of typically few ns. 157, 158 This is due to the fact that both the electrons and holes are confined in the QD layer. However, adding Sb into GaAs barrier layers reduces the VB offset energy between QD and barrier layers, and increasing Sb composition in GaAsSb alloy eventually changes the band alignment to type-II. 159, 160 As a result, the radiative recombination lifetime becomes significantly longer than that for type-I structure. For this, QDSCs with type-II band alignment have received attention in recent years. [132] [133] [134] [135] [136] [138] [139] [140] Figure 34(a) shows the PL spectra for the InAs QDs embedded by 4.5 nm-thick GaAs 1-x Sb x cap layer with different Sb compositions measured by Chang et al. 161 The measurement is carried out at 12 K. A redshift in the PL peak energy is observed with increasing Sb composition, which is caused by the change of VB offset in the GaAsSb cap layer. Figure  34 (b) indicates the excitation power dependent PL spectra for the InAs QDs embedded by GaAs 0.84 Sb 0.16 layer. The peak energy of InAs QD PL emission exhibits a blueshift with increasing the cube root of excitation power P ex as shown in Fig. 34(c) . Chiu et al. explained that the blueshift is due to the band bending induced by the spatially separated photo-carriers in a type-II band structure. 162 The strong localized carriers around the interface of type-II band structure form a charged plane, and hence produce an approximated triangular potential well. The electric field strength of the interfaces is then written by following equation:
where n w is the electron density and P is the excitation photon flux. The ground electron state E gs in a triangular potential well is given by
The quantum state is thus expected to increase proportionally with the cube root of the excitation power. Accordingly, the result obtained in Fig. 34(c) indicates that type-II structure is indeed formed between InAs QDs and GaAsSb layers. TR-PL decay profile of InAs/GaAsSb QDs with type-II band alignment has double components of a faster initial part and a slower tail part. They can be fitted by a double exponential function Figure 35 shows the dependence of radiative recombination time (s rad ) on VB offset (DVBM) between InAs QD and GaAsSb layer. DVBM ¼ À65, À23, and 27 meV correspond to the Sb compositions of 18%, 14%, and 10%, respectively. The lifetime is normalized by the value for InAs/GaAs type-I QD system. The s rad increases with increasing Sb composition. This is due to the fact that the penetration of hole wavefunction into the QDs becomes smaller for sample with higher Sb composition. Further, they have achieved the QD structure with extremely long carrier lifetime by inserting a thin GaAs wall layer between InAs QD and GaAsSb layers. The details of sample structure are shown in Ref. 164 .
Nishikawa et al. have also demonstrated the QD structure with extremely long carrier lifetimes by inserting thin GaAs wall layers between InAs QD and GaAsSb layers as show in Fig. 36 . 164 Figure 36 128 InGaAs QDs grown on a high-index GaAs (311)B substrate exhibit superior in-plane spatial ordering characteristics. 144 Figure 37 GaAsSb layers were 1.0 lm/h, 0.6 lm/h, and 0.6 lm/h, respectively. The In 0.4 Ga 0.6 As/GaAs QDSC has type-I band alignments, while both QDSCs with QDs capped and sandwiched by GaAsSb have type-II band alignments in the heteroepitaxial interface between QD and GaAsSb layers. In order to detect the production of a photocurrent as a direct result of optical transition of electrons from IB to CB, an IR light source was added to the standard EQE measurement system. 124 The IR light source is constituted by a Xenon lamp with an AM 1.5 filter and IR pass filter that altogether allow only the wavelength region of k > 1400 nm. The illumination from this IR source can only pump electrons from IB to CB, but do not have sufficient energies to pump electrons from VB to IB or directly from VB to CB. The EQE spectra are then measured, with monochromatic light, first without and then with a continuous illumination of IR light. The details of measurement system are given in Sec. III D 2. Figure 38 shows the DEQE, taken with the difference of EQE with and without IR illumination measured at RT. The scan range is from 920 to 1050 nm in wavelength, in order to estimate the contribution of absorption via IB. For all samples, a production of photocurrent due to absorption of IR photons producing IB to CB optical transition is clearly observed at RT. In addition, both samples with GaAsSb layers show a higher DEQE response than that for InGaAs/ GaAs structure. Especially, the production of TSPA for closely stacked QDs sandwiched in between GaAsSb layers on both sides increases compared to QDs with one-sided GaAsSb layer. These results are attributed to an increased carrier lifetime induced by spatially separated electrons and holes on the type-II band structure.
Effect of doping on QDSCs
The doping of impurities into such InAs QDs is an efficient approach to improve the optical property of the device such as lasers, optical amplifiers, and mid-IR sensors. 165, 166 The excess carriers provided by the dopant can compensate the carrier loss during device operation and boost intersubband transition. There are basically two techniques to insert the dopants into the QD. One is so-called modulation doping technique where the dopants are inserted into the barrier region prior to the QD growth. 167 The crystal quality of the QDs is not affected by doping but the doping concentration in each QD is difficult to control by using this technique. The other doping method is direct doping where the dopants are added directly into the QD during the QD growth. It has been reported that crystal defects caused by direct doping deteriorate both the crystal quality and the optical properties of QDs. 168, 169 But recently, Kita et al. have managed to maintain high crystal quality of QD during direct doping by well tuning the growth parameters during the QD assembly stages. 31, 170 The doping into InAs QD has also been applied to fill the IB in InAs QD-IBSC in order to maximize the photocurrent generation by TSPA. IB must be partially filled by means of doping within a reasonable optical length in order to achieve high efficiency. 27, 88, 105, 171 Yoshida et al. have also recently reported similar calculated results based on self-consistent device simulation method. In the case of doped IB, the generation rate drastically drops near the top emitter layer and the bottom base layer under 1 sun illumination. As illumination gets stronger, such drops in the net generation rates disappear and the position dependence of the net generation rate becomes similar to that with undoped IB under 1000 suns illumination. 21 In experiment, doping effect on optical properties of InAs/GaAs QD has been widely investigated over the last decades. However, there are limited reports on the experimental study of doping effect on the performance of InAs/ GaAs QDSC. the QD density (4 Â 10 10 cm À2 ) and was inserted between each QD layer, (see Fig. 39(a) ). Due to spin degeneration, this condition equals half the density of electronic states in IB. 104, 172 From the J-V characteristics (Fig. 39(b) ), it is clear that the inclusion of the QDs degrades the performance of the devices especially the V OC . However, it also clearly shows that the V OC is dramatically recovered after the QD was d-doped with Si.
InAs QD based IBSC with direct doping was reported by Okada et al. InAs QD layers were directly doped with Si impurity during the self-assembling stage of growth, which was found to be the optimal timing for Si atoms to be doped evenly into QDs. 124 Inoue et al. showed that the electrical conductivity of a direct Si-doped QD becomes higher than the wetting layer by using conductive atomic force microscopy and that the carriers are preferentially incorporated into QDs. 31 The sheet density of Si-doping was set to be 5 Â 10 10 cm À2 per QD layer in order to dope approximately one Si atom per QD. Figure 40(a) shows the PL spectra measured at 77 K for 25 layers-stacked InAs/GaNAs straincompensated QDSCs with (i) direct Si-doped and (ii) undoped QDs, respectively. The QDSC with direct Si-doped QDs (i) shows a stronger PL intensity than for undoped QDs (ii) by a factor of 1.7. The results indicate that defect states such as electron traps at the heterointerface are inactivated by the doped electrons and hence nonradiative recombination loss from CB to VB is reduced. In fact, the dark current measured for direct Si-doped QDSC is roughly halved compared to undoped QDSC as can be seen in Fig. 40(b) . The results agree well with PL results leading to the conclusion that the relaxation of electrons by nonradiative process in the QD region is effectively reduced by Si-doping. This result is also consistent with the results shown in Fig. 39(b) where recovery of V OC was found in the d-doped sample.
Sablon et al. fabricated a Si-doped InAs QDSC where a d-doped QD structure contains 20 stacks of QD layers separated by GaAs. 173 The plane of dopants is placed in the middle of each GaAs layer that separates the QD layers. The dopant sheet densities are 0, 2. , and 7.2 Â 10 10 cm À2 for providing 0, 2, 3, 4, and 6 electrons per QD. J-V curves are shown in Fig. 41(a) . While the p-doped device with the doping density of 4.8 Â 10 10 cm À2 shows degradation in J SC compared with the undoped device, the n-doped devices show a monotonic increase in J SC with increasing doping levels. The enhancement in J SC can be explained either as a consequence via an enhanced TSPA process induced by n-doping with IR transition of an electron from the localized to the conducting state, or another doping induced process, where the radiation excites two electrons to QD excited states; then due to strong interelectron interaction in a QD, one of these electrons transfers to the conducting state and the other transfers to a low-energy state. Figure 41(b) shows the dependence of the PL on the doping level in n-doped samples. The PL intensity substantially increases with doping. This observation is associated with enhancement of intradot relaxation processes via electron-electron and hole-electron scattering in QDs due to electrons trapped in the QDs, which facilitate the carrier recombination. The PL intensity enhancement might be also a consequence of thermal decoupling between the barrier and QD region due to a potential barrier formed between QD and the barrier region, as shown in Fig. 41(d) . PL of p-and ndoped samples with the same level of doping, which corresponds to four carriers per QD is shown in Fig. 41(c) . As seen, the PL intensity of p-doped sample is approximately 8 times of that of n-doped sample. Thus, the p-doping substantially enhances capture and relaxation processes and increases the recombination losses. This can be again explained by the potential barrier formed between QD and the barrier. As shown in Fig. 41(d) , for an n-doped sample, the potential barriers formed around QD planes suppresses the fast electron capture processes and accelerates the capture of holes. For a p-doped QD sample, the opposite effect would be expected that facilitates fast electron capture while suppressing hole recombination.
Yang Figure 42(a) shows the RT-PL spectra of the InAs QDs with different Si-doping levels. The QDs with a Sidoping level of 5 Â 10 11 cm À2 exhibit the strongest PL peak intensity, which is about 30 times stronger than that of the undoped QD sample. The enhanced PL signal was attributed to two possible reasons. One is due to the shortened Si-As bond distance which relaxes the strain of the InAs QD and the other reason is that the defect may have been inactivated by the Sidoping. 31, 173 The J-V characteristics in Fig. 42(b densities of 0, 6, 12, 18, and 24 electrons (e) per QD. From the J-V characteristics analysis shown in Fig. 43(a) , it was found that with increasing doping, the J SC gradually decreases from 17.2 mA/cm 2 for the 0e QDSC to 14.3 mA/ cm 2 for the 24e QDSC. On the other hand, with increasing doping concentration in the QDs, the V OC was gradually improved. The V OC increases from 0.777 V for the 0e QDSC to 0.882 V after Si-doping with 18e QDSC. The PL intensity increases with higher doping concentration in the QDs at RT (shown in Fig. 43(b) ). The enhanced emission of doped QDSCs suggests that PL quenching is suppressed by increasing the thermal activation energy after Si-doping. They have proposed the following model to explain the charge effect between the wetting layer and the InAs QD. The Si dopants in the wetting layer supply free carriers to the QDs to make the QDs charged negatively and the wetting layer charged positively. As a result, a potential barrier formed at the interface between QD and wetting layer increases with doping density and subsequently decouples the electrons thermalescaping from the QDs.
Concentrated photovoltaic (CPV) characterization
Conversion efficiency of the QD-IBSC strongly depends on the bandgap of the host material, band profile alignment, the position of the IB, density of states in the IB, as well as carrier filling in the IB, as shown in Secs. III B 1-III B 3. In this section, the efficiency of IBSC under solar concentration is considered. First, some simulation results showing the efficiency recovery of the InAs QD-IBSC under light concentration are presented, followed by some experimental results related to the characterization of InAs QD-IBSC under concentration.
InAs QD-IBSCs which commonly suffer from small absorption and low density of QDs leading to lowering of V OC and efficiency are expected to recover faster and perform better under concentrated illumination operation. 176 InAs QD-IBSCs require light concentration to ensure the carrier photo-generation outperforming the recombination processes via the IB. The areal density of QDs has direct influence on photo-generation and recombination via IB because the density of states of the IB (N ib ) is linked to areal density as: N ib ¼ N s N st =W, where N s is the areal density of the QDs, W is the intrinsic layer width, and N st is the stacking number of the QD layers.
177 Assuming E g of 1.40 eV for GaAs host material while varying the location of IB energy level, based on the detailed balance theory the recombination and generation rates for InAs/GaAs QDSC under different positions of IB were calculated and the results were shown in Fig. 44(a) . The quantum dot areal density in Fig. 44 corresponds to a total QD density defined as N s Â N st . The absorption cross sections were set as 3 Â 10 À14 cm 2 for both optical transitions between VB to IB and IB to CB, which is the same as in the previous detailed balance calculations. 23, 177 It is clearly seen here that if the areal density of QD is below 1 Â 10 16 cm
À2
, the net generation rate which was defined as G net ¼ G IC À R IC (see Eq. (14)) becomes negative with deepening the location of IB in the QD potential region. Since the today's experimentally reachable highest density of InAs QD is still at the order of 10 12 cm À2 , the recombination process will inevitably dominate the carrier dynamic behavior while resulting in a "negative loss zone" (see Fig.  44(a) ). However, the situation is greatly improved when the cell is under light concentration. Figure 44(b) shows the net generation rate variation with the light concentration ratio for the case where the IB is located at 0.2 eV below the CB edge. It shows that the net generation rates turn positive after 10 suns and the "negative loss zone" was disappeared. When the concentration exceeds 1000 suns, positive net generation rate can be expected even for the QD with areal density of 1 Â 10 12 cm
. Figure 44 (c) shows the efficiency recovery under concentration and similar tendency to the net generation rate was found, indicating the important role of light concentration to guarantee the optimal operation of InAs QD-IBSC. Simulation results here are consistent with the results reported in literature. 177, 178 Experimental study of InAs/GaAs QD-IBSC under light concentration has gradually drawn attention. 180 Takata et al. have reported that in a well-developed cell, 181 a 50-layers stacked InAs/GaNAs QDSC with $15.7% efficiency at 1 sun has been shown to improve to efficiency of $20.3% at 100 suns and $21.2% at 1000 suns illumination. 141 Lantratov et al. have reported CPV study results by using four types of different InGaAs QDSCs: with the QD media in the middle of the i-GaAs region (i-QDSC); with the same structure but using the Bragg reflector (BR-QDSC); with the QD media between i-GaAs region and n-GaAs base (base-QDSC); and in a conventional design (without QDs) keeping the i-region width of 130 nm (conv.-SC). V OC dependence on the concentration ratio was plotted in Fig. 45 . They have demonstrated the efficiency for BR-QDSCs reached at the level of 25% (30 suns AM 1.5D). 121 Figure 46(a) shows the test results of the InAs QDs at higher concentration reported by Hubbard et al. 179 It was found that the QDSCs showed enhanced J SC than the GaAs reference cell. A high level injection induced superlinear trend was also observed in all cells. As expected, the QDSC containing 20-layers of InAs QD gave the highest J SC , 7.53 A/cm 2 at concentration ratio of 440 suns, which is 11% increase compared to the current of the reference cell at the same concentration. By fitting the results of V OC vs. concentration ratio, it was found that the ideality factor was 1.4, which indicates the cells were affected by the SRH recombination in the quasi-neutral region. By plotting the J SC -V OC curves shown in Fig. 46(b) which, in principle, reflects partially the dark diode property of the cells, the results showed that the QDSC saturation current was approximately two orders magnitude higher than the reference cell. This can be either attributed to a nonradiative recombination in the quasi-neutral region or the results of the lowered bandgap by the increased number of QD layers.
Linares et al. have reported temperature variable measurement of light-induced current density (J L )-V OC pairs at different concentration ratios for InAs/GaAs QD-IBSC. 182 Figure 47(a) shows the RT experiment results, where the voltage recovery effect is not observed due to large radiative and nonradiative recombination in the QD region. Figure  47(b) shows the results from the measurement at 150 K, in which the IBSC voltage recovery is appearing due to the reduced nonradiative recombination by decreasing the temperature. The V OC of the InAs QDSC finally reached the same V OC as the GaAs reference cell at 77 K, thus verifying the proposed IBSC voltage preservation principle. 176 A detailed CPV study of InAs QD-IBSC was recently performed by Sogabe et al. with special focus on revealing the IB dynamics under light concentration. 183 They have reported the first demonstration and testing of InAs/GaAs QD-IB CPV module. Figure 48 (a) shows a picture of the fabricated CPV module, which contains two separate parts with four series-connected GaAs control sub-modules on one side and four InAs/GaAs QD-IB CPV sub-modules on the other side. The InAs/GaAs QD-IB CPV and GaAs control cells were fabricated by adopting a p-i-n cell structure on n-type GaAs (001) substrate using MBE. The QD-IB CPV module characterization has been performed at RT using HELIOS 3198, a standard CPV module measurement system with the light source from a flash lamp. The conversion efficiency of 19.2% has been obtained for GaAs reference module and 15.3% for a 10-layers stacked InAs/GaAs QD-IB CPV module at 116 suns under IEC62108 standard as shown in Fig. 48(b) .
In order to identify the dynamics of IB under light concentration, a well calibrated investigation was conducted to reveal the dependence of J SC and V OC of the InAs/GaAs QD-IB CPV module on the concentration ratio, X. The data shown in Fig. 49(a) are the normalized data for J SC ðXÞ=J SC (X ¼ 1 sun). It was found that the increase rate defined as dJ SC ðXÞ=dX, of the GaAs control module is 0.0061 and is 0.0070 for the QD-IB CPV module. From the theoretical analysis, an accelerated increase of dJ SC ðXÞ=dX in the QD-IB CPV module is one of the decisive signatures of the proper electron dynamics in an IBSC under light concentration. V OC of the QD-IB CPV module shown in Fig. 49(b) is found about 0.25 V lower than in the GaAs control module. The amount of this reduction is mainly due to the fact that recombination via the IB is still prominent. In addition, the contribution to the voltage reduction may also come partially from the greater thermalization, i.e., larger dark saturation current due to the reduced VB-CB energy gap in an InAs QD-IBSC.
A combined multiband k Á p and drift-diffusion simulation results are plotted in Figs. 49(c) and 49(d) showing the dependence of V OC and J SC of QD-IB CPV module on concentration ratio X. The increased rate of V OC and J SC are much larger for the QD-IB CPV than for the GaAs control cell. Further simulation found that when the IB to CB absorption coefficient is above 500 cm -1 , which is below the experimentally reported absorption coefficient for the IB to CB 184 reviewed in the Sec. III D 3 or for the VB to IB, 185 the difference in increase rate of dJ SC ðXÞ=dX becomes clearly distinctive, indicating the validity to study the IB dynamics under CPV condition.
In short, fabrication technologies and characteristics of III-V based QDSC are reviewed in this section. The lattice strain induced by S-K growth QDs deteriorates the crystalline quality of QDSC. Compensating for the strain in QD layers with SCLs that exerts an opposite biaxial strain avoids the generation of dislocations by accumulated strain in multi-stacked QD structure, thereby improving the cell performances. A type-II energy band alignment using Sb enables QD system with an extremely long carrier lifetime. Further, the irradiating Sb to the buffer layer has the effect of increasing QD density. Doping, including both direct and modulation doping into the InAs QDs, showed positive effects on the electrical and optical properties of the QD-IBSC when the doping concentration is controlled within an optimal range. PL signal shows monotonically increase with increase of n-type doping concentration in the QDs. From the J-V characterization results, most of the doped InAs QD-IBSC showed significant recovery of V OC due to either the photon induced inactivation of the defects or the built-in field which suppresses the electron recombination. The enhancement of J SC at RT with doping is also reported and is attributed to the effects such as TSPA. InAs QD-IBSCs show better performance under moderate light concentration condition. Lack of QD areal density can be effectively compensated by the light concentration. A "negative loss zone" due to the negative net carrier generation disappears after the light concentration. Combined with low temperature effect which can effectively suppress the carrier recombination, a noticeably fast recovery of V OC was found for InAs QD-IBSC at 77 K and finally matched the V OC of GaAs cell under concentration ratio of 450 suns. Meanwhile, it also demonstrates that the IB dynamics can be examined under light concentration via an approach to detect the dependence of increase rate of J SC and V OC on the concentration ratio for QD-IB CPV module. Confirmation of the IB dynamics in IBSC-CPV module has significant impact on the future field application for the QD-IBSC.
C. IB materials with transition metals
Because the IB research direction has been first based on a pure concept, a fraction of the research has been directed at finding suitable materials to embody the concept, based on first principles. With the exception of a few papers on TiO 2 , the entire search for new compounds has been focused on modifications of known semiconductors developed for optoelectronic applications.
As it turns out, all the technologically relevant compounds are tetrahedrically coordinated, derived from the diamond crystal structure and are characterized by high carrier mobilities, possibility to control doping level, and achieve long carrier lifetimes. In these compounds, the VB has dominantly an anionic character deriving from p-orbitals, while the CB derives predominantly from s-states of the cations. For symmetry reasons, and because of their reduced spatial extension, impurities with d-states open shells (transition metals) favor the creation of narrow bands with non-bonding character, and therefore whose levels will sit in the middle of the gap. This approach fundamentally differs from that of HMAs, another intensively investigated route to IBSC. As it turns out, transition metals can also impart new properties to semiconductors, which might be relevant for IBSC, and we first turn to examine those.
Dilute magnetic semiconductors
As discussed earlier, long excited state lifetimes in the IB are important for photovoltaic conversion applications, as they improve the chance that the photo-generated carriers will be promoted to CB. An example of long lifetimes is provided by organic molecules that display long lived triplet states. 15 In inorganic semiconductors, there is not a straightforward equivalent long lifetime spin state since one always finds free carriers of both spin states for which recombination is readily allowed. However, a recent class of material has emerged recently that may display the desirable properties: dilute magnetic semiconductors (DMSs). They are promising compounds for spintronics, especially since some have been found to become ferromagnetic at room temperature. 186 The use of ferromagnetic DMS to mimic triplet states in bulk inorganic semiconductors for photovoltaic power conversion has therefore been proposed recently. 16, 187 In such compounds, the spin degeneracy of the bands is lifted, opening the way for configurations favorable for the operation of IB devices (see Fig. 50 ) where recombination through the IB is suppressed by spin selection rules or by low occupancy of states involved in the allowed recombination. Previously, proposals have been made to better utilize the low energy part of the incident solar spectrum by using intermediate level semiconductors (ILSCs) either with localised states 4 or delocalised ones.
2,3 The proposed DMS-based scheme with three absorption bands, as shown in Fig. 50 , can provide a pathway for the realization of solids with the desired optical properties.
The potential efficiency of solar cells based on DMS has been derived from the photon and electron balance equations, as usual. In the present case, these were computed within the Boltzmann transport formalism, where additional selection rules based on electron spin have to be considered in the case of DMS. 16 Detailed assumptions related to the calculations can be found in Ref. 16 and its supplementary materials.
All efficiencies reported were related to standard AM 1.5 solar illumination. 188 In both IL type devices (DMS and ILSC), the sensitivity to precise energy level positions was not found to be very large as the optimum is wide. This is illustrated by the contour plots of Fig. 51 where isoefficiency lines are plotted as a function of both the smallest and largest transition energies: efficiencies up to 52% are achievable with DMS cells (Table I) . Remarkably, non-ideal DMS compounds suffering from nonradiative recombination still offer excellent efficiency expectations. The efficiency decrease in an ILSC is very similar to a DMS but the possibility of attaining a high level of radiative recombination without a blocking mechanism is very low with the former FIG. 50 . Schematic density of states of a DMS (spin up and down) optimal for photovoltaic conversion. In most systems, the Fermi level is located in the middle of the 3d induced states (generally t 2g ). This level defines the optical threshold for a transition from the VB or to the CB. In the class of compounds considered, the VB has a p character and the CB, an s character. This imparts to transitions from the VB to the t 2g state a stronger oscillator strength than to those from t 2g to the CB, and therefore provides a way to achieve an optimal allocation of the photons among the various transitions when the t 2g is located at 2/5 of E g from the CB. as illustrated in the literature. 105 These computations gave the optimal transition energies. Considering Figs. 50 and 51 as well as the ordinary physical guidelines with respect to photovoltaic device construction, the following design criteria for suitable DMS compounds were proposed: (i) E g in the 1.5-3.5 eV range, (ii) lift of CB minimum and VB maximum spin degeneracy by 0.1-0.2 eV for efficient spin polarisation, (iii) existence of a ferromagnetic state with, a Curie temperature T C greater than 300 K, (iv) existence of a spin polarised IB at a suitable energy (about 2/5 of the gap), with a high absorption coefficient for all transitions, and (v) an E 0 g gap smaller than the E g (i.e., DE g > 0 in Fig. 50 ). As noted before, 105 efficient absorption on both transitions with the IB as the initial or final state will also require partially occupied IB, which in some cases can be provided by the transition element itself. Finally, this is a point not too often discussed in the context, some attention was also paid to the impact of the width of the IB.
Lifetime recovery
Investigating the causes for an increased nonradiative recombination imparted by the ILs, it was proposed 6 that under certain conditions, increasing the concentration of dopants could lead to an increase, rather than to the expected decrease, of the minority carrier lifetime. The underlying reason for that lies with the process by which deep (mid-gap) impurities trigger nonradiative recombination through carrier capture followed by the excess energy dissipation through multiphonon emission, fairly well known for isolated impurities. In that case, the relaxation rate (via the capture cross section) is expected to decrease fast as the size of the defect wavefunction increases. Since metallic systems have delocalised states, this result was taken to imply that mid-gap metallic states might become a relatively inefficient route for nonradiative recombination. Then, a high impurity concentration, strong enough to cause an insulator to metal transition, could lead to lifetime recovery.
Indeed, some experimental validation of this was found studying Si highly doped with Ti, 189 and postulated in the case of heavy doping with chalcogens. 190 It should be noted nevertheless that in many cases the converse is true: large defect concentrations do not decrease nonradiative recombination. More importantly, the introduction of a high density of dopants does not restore radiative recombination as the dominant mechanism. A careful examination of the underlying model, extending the multiphonon model to the case of large impurity concentrations, 191 indeed confirmed that delocalised states in this case actually increase the trapping rates.
The above considerations do not exclude that under some conditions a trivial increase of the lifetime with increasing impurities could occur (when, e.g., the nature of the impurity states are varied, as when impurity complexes or precipitates get formed), but these are not expected to lead to a strong decrease of the nonradiative rates, and especially at levels close or below the radiative rates.
3. Ab-initio computation of IB and DMS band structure IB semiconductors have been studied in the framework of DFT in order to determine the total energy difference between ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic configurations, when relevant, as well as to obtain an approximate determination of the position of the IB. As is well known, the bandgaps predicted by DFT are systematically too small. As such, the IB position of the 3d states as predicted by DFT can be questionable. In ordinary semiconducting systems, one can correct the DFT bandgap by applying the GW method 192 or by using exact exchange 193 or self-energy corrected potentials. 194 However, for simple systems, such as Si and Ge, the introduction of a simple scissor operator that expands the bandgap without further affecting the band structure can very well approximate the GW correction of the band structure. 192 In the ILV case, scissor cuts can a priori be placed above and/or below the IB. In comparison with experimental results, 195, 196 it was clearly seen that the bandgap correction should be fully applied above the Fermi level and thus the IB, 16 but this rule has not been systematically applied to all investigations carried out in the field.
Some groups have computed the electronic density of states of transition metal doped semiconductors, and 197 albeit only at very high impurity concentration (25% of cation sites). In all cases, a well formed IB could be seen around mid-gap (finding subject to the limitations of the computation then used). II-VI binaries and I-III-VI 2 ternaries have been investigated as well 198, 199 with similar conclusions.
Interestingly, optical transitions oscillator strength and absorption coefficients related to the different transitions could have also been computed for many of these compounds, [200] [201] [202] indicating that absorption coefficients in the range required for efficient IBSC operation (e.g., above 10 4 cm À1 ) could be found in these material systems. For the requirement of reduced nonradiative recombination, we now turn to studies on DMS.
For DMS, the ferromagnetic-and anti-ferromagnetic calculations, respectively, two atoms in the supercell were substituted and given corresponding initial spins. Using standard Metropolis Monte-Carlo simulations on Ising spin system, 187 determination of approximate Curie or Neel temperatures were also performed.
With the above rules in mind, the most II-VI, III-V binaries and some ternary tetrahedrally coordinated semiconductors were searched for candidates. For binaries, growth induced compressive strain can be used to lift the degeneracy from the top of the VB to enable an efficient spin polarisation, while selected ternaries such as I-III-VI 2 exhibit naturally this feature, 203, 204 and could also yield potentially interesting compounds, 205, 206 matching closely the ideal band structure (Fig. 52) .
To find ferromagnetic candidates, doping with transition metals of the 3d row was explored ab initio. Of more than a hundred compounds simulated (II-VI, III-V and I-III-VI 2 with E g > 1.5 eV), almost half were found to be ferromagnetically stable, and among those the search was narrowed in order to find the ideal type of electronic structure. Among all studied compounds only 2% were found to satisfy all criteria. This small number is itself a justification of the ab initio screening of complex functional compounds having a long list of requirements to meet. A selection of the results of computation is shown in Fig. 53 and Ref. 243 , showing the systematic shift to lower energies of the IB when transition metal atomic number increases.
Overall, in the midst of several promising compounds, the optimal one was found to be Cr doped zinc-blende AlP, an indirect bandgap semiconductor with an almost optimal bandgap of 2.43 eV. Substitution by Cr on the Al site was found to give rise to a near perfect electronic structure, from the point of view of the proposed design rules. 16 The IB is present in only one spin channel and is there placed at 2/5 of the gap. In the other spin channel, the gap is somewhat closed by the spin split d levels that end up at the CB minimum. An optimal conversion efficiency of 50% is calculated for AlP doped with 8% Cr on the cationic sites, only a few percent is lower than the theoretical maximum conversion efficiency. Moreover, looking at the full band structure, alloying with Cr produces an IB having direct transitions to both the CB and the VB. The compound is ferromagnetically stable and has an estimated T C $ 160 K. The obtained calculated parameters are summarized in Table II . The ferromagnetic interaction between Cr atoms is long-ranged and particularly strong when the dopants are separated by Al atoms, due to anisotropic p-d hybridisation as in GaAs doped with Mn. 207 Thus, a directed growth pattern could increase the ferromagnetic stability. The stability of the ferromagnetic solution is also increasing with concentration (see Fig. 54 ). At the same time, a doping level higher than 10% broadens the IB prohibitively for practical photovoltaic applications. T C presented here corresponds well with those found in the literature 186 and is high enough for practical demonstration of the effect here described. Indeed, alloys GaAlP:Cr have been produced that exhibits large T C.
208,209
Having defect levels or bands within the bandgap, a quite common feature is unlikely by itself to provide the expected solar cell efficiency enhancement, but under favourable conditions, a ferromagnetic implementation, or other scheme to prevent enhanced nonradiative recombination through the IB as shown in Fig. 4 , could yield an efficiency benefit in practice. The dilute Cr doped AlP compound that has been shown to fulfil the criteria for optimal photovoltaic conversion may be one of them. With the rapid progresses of semiconductors for both spintronic and VIS-UV LED's, suitable materials for high efficiency photovoltaics may be found and evaluated in the future.
D. Spectroscopy measurements and techniques
When standard solar cell measurements are performed on an IBSC, it is not immediately apparent from the solar cell J-V characteristics whether the IBSC is operating as desired, or as a conventional two-band solar cell. Adding additional states to a high bandgap solar cell can increase the photocurrent and reduce the operating voltage, mimicking the J-V result shown in Fig. 1 . The extent to which the current is increased and the voltage reduced depends upon the density of those states, so detailed modelling is required to determine whether the interplay between current and voltage follows what would be expected for an IBSC, or a conventional two-band solar cell. However, spectroscopic tests can be used to discriminate true IBSC behaviour from conventional two-band solar cells. 210 We first discuss two basic PL tests and then consider measurement of TSPA; photocurrent production, carrier absorption/recombination dynamics, and inter-subband photocurrent spectroscopy.
Steady state emission from an IBSC
A simple steady-state PL (or EL) measurement will normally reveal the lowest energy states in a conventional twoband solar cell. In an IBSC, additional strong emission peaks should be observed corresponding to the VB-IB transition, CB-IB transition, and VB-CB transition. The simulated PL is modeled using the generalised Planck equation, derived by W€ urfel. 17 The PL intensities are simulated assuming detailed balance between absorbed and emitter photon fluxes. A simulated example is shown in Fig. 55 , where an IBSC with energy thresholds at 1.96 eV, 1.24 eV, and 0.72 eV is pumped optically at an energy in-excess of 1.96 eV (G VC ), thereby photo-generating carriers in the CB only. The emission spectrum is calculated assuming only radiative transitions exist, therefore providing an indication of the spectral signature for an ideal IBSC material. 210 The clear signature Fig. 50 . The efficiency is computed for operation at RT, for comparison with standard materials. T C was below 160 K for the Cr concentration studied (8% cation).
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Eff (%)
AlP:Cr Al 49.9 160 À0.19 of a radiatively efficient IBSC material is given by the roughly equal emission intensities from all three optical transitions. This arises when the recombination pathways, either directly to the VB, emitting one photon, or via the IB emitting two photons are roughly equal, as required for efficient operation. This behaviour is in stark contrast to a thermal electron population where the emission at 0.72 eV would be approximately twenty orders of magnitude more intense than the emission at 1.96 eV. A slightly more complex verification for the IBSC can be made if the two optical transitions G VI and G IC are excited, pumping carriers into the CB via the IB. Here, a functioning IBSC material will show up-conversion, namely, the emission of light at the sum of the two incident photon energies. A simulated example of the detailed behavior of an ideal IBSC is shown in Fig. 56 , illustrating both strong up-conversion and PL from all optical transitions in the device. One advantage of this up-conversion experiment is that it can be performed on bare IBSC material, enabling its function to be confirmed before contacts are made.
Two-step photon absorption (TSPA) photocurrent spectroscopy
Once contacts are made to an IBSC material, a photocurrent can be measured. This has the virtue of enabling bias conditions other than open-circuit (under which the two tests above would be performed) and provides a more quantitative measure of the TSPA taking place in the device. Conventional monochromatic EQE spectroscopy cannot determine the gain in photocurrent via TSPA processes; instead an IR bias light is used to promote TSPA that induces a change in the EQE (DEQE).
DEQE induced by inter-subband photocurrent under IR bias light illumination is described by the following equation:
A typical continuous wave (CW) white-light IR biased DEQE spectroscopy setup is shown schematically in Figs. 57(a) and 58(a). CW monochromatic light generated by a white-light source (Xenon or halogen lamp) and a monochromator causes the first step interband transition and is used to control the quasi-Fermi level separation in the IBSC. With the additional white-light source, the IR bias light is produced by using a long pass filter. Typical intensity of the IR bias light is $10 mW/cm 2 , when spectrally integrated across the IR part of the 1 sun illumination of AM 1.5G spectrum. In conventional EQE measurement apparatus, as shown in Fig. 58(a) , the optical chopper is located at the CW monochromatic light side and the difference in EQE spectra with and without IR bias light is determined. In Fig.  57(a) , the photocurrent intensity modulation by IR bias light is recorded by a lock-in amplifier and synchronized with an optical chopper placing at IR bias light path. The signal to noise ratio of inter-subband photocurrent can be significantly improved because the background interband photocurrent signal by CW monochromatic light (usually several orders of magnitude larger than inter-subband photocurrent) can be subtracted by the lock-in detection.
There have been a large number of reports on the gain in photocurrent via TSPA from an IBSC. The photocurrent gain via TSPA by applying IR bias light was first demonstrated by Mart ı et al. at low temperature (36 K) in a Si d-doped InAs/GaAs QDSC as shown in Fig. 57(b) . 172 The changes in photocurrent under white-light IR bias irradiation were recorded by scanning the first step interband transition photon energy. This result has been confirmed by EQE indicates the first demonstration at RT of DEQE by inter-subband photocurrent. As described in Sec. III B, QDSCs have been widely studied to achieve IBSCs, and photocurrent production via TSPA is investigated by several groups. 35, 36, 124, 137, 140, 172, 183, [211] [212] [213] [214] [215] [216] [217] [218] Photocurrent gain induced by TSPA in GaNAs(Sb) solar cells has been investigated 85, 95 together with ZeTeO. 64, [97] [98] [99] In addition, inter-subband photocurrent production is also confirmed in MQW solar cells. [219] [220] [221] [222] However, the enhancement of EQE at RT is very weak, typically below 1% gain, and it is partly due to fast thermal excitation of photo-carriers from the IB. As described in Sec. II, the IB must be sufficiently filled to support efficient TSPA. In conventional In 0.5 Ga 0.5 As/GaAs QDSCs, significant IR response can be observed below 70 K. 213 Figure 59(a) shows temperature dependence of EQE spectra in an InAs/GaAs QDSC. 183 Decreasing temperature suppresses the carrier collection efficiency for the QDSC above the GaAs bandgap energy and thermal excitation of photocarriers from QDs can be reduced. Figure 59(b) shows low temperature CW white-light IR biased DEQE spectra and a dramatically enhanced EQE, of for more than 1%, was obtained at 9 K. To suppress the thermal excitation of photocarriers from the IB and enhance inter-subband photocurrent production, type-II GaSb QD, 140 higher bandgap barrier materials (AlGaAs), 36, 217, [223] [224] [225] [226] type-II wide bandgap barrier (AlAsSb), 218 or blocking layers 64, 85, 95, 98, 99 have been investigated by TSPA photocurrent spectroscopy.
The dependence of the IB filling condition on photocurrent production via TSPA has been investigated by applying a DC bias voltage 137, 183, 212, 213 and intensity dependent interband photoexcitation. 213, 214, 224 Field-assisted tunneling from IB is reduced by applying forward DC bias hence filling the IB and increasing and higher DEQE is obtained. Larger forward bias application decreases DEQE due to insufficient carrier collection through CB after TSPA. Figure 60 shows the photocurrent production via inter-subband transition as a function of interband photocurrent in an In 0.5 Ga 0.5 As/GaAs QDSC at 20 K. 213 The interband and inter-subband photocurrent are obtained at À3.0 and 0.5 V, respectively. Although increasing interband excitation intensity increases the QD electron occupancy, hence leading to recombination being favored over absorption and saturating the inter-subband transition. In this regime, increasing the interband excitation intensity does not increase the inter-subband photocurrent production significantly. 213, 214 3. Carrier dynamics of inter-subband transition in InAs/GaAs QDs Self-assembled InAs QDs were grown on a GaAs(001) substrate using MBE. The average QD height was 5 nm, and the base size was 20 nm. The QD density was approximately 4 Â 10 10 cm
À2
. Three QD layers were stacked with a spacer layer of GaAs with the thickness of 50 nm. This spacer layer is thick enough to separate each QD layer, and thus the electronic coupling along the stacked direction is negligible. In this experiment, a one-dimensional photonic cavity structure was introduced to enhance the inter-subband transition strength (see Fig. 61 ). The three QD layers were inserted into the center position of a cavity behaving the anti-node of the electromagnetic field to enhance the interaction between the QD and light. The cavity structure is comprised of a couple of distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) mirrors of GaAs and AlAs. The periods of the top and bottom mirrors were 5 and 9, respectively. A normal reflectivity spectrum of the cavity structure measured at RT demonstrates the resonant wavelength of 1300 nm and the measured Q value of this cavity was 77.
To characterize carrier dynamics in the intermediate state, two-color photo-excitation spectroscopy is developed as illustrated in Fig. 62 using a near-IR streak-camera system with the temporal resolution of 20 ps. 227 A CW laser light with the wavelength of 659 nm irradiated the sample to create carriers, which controls the quasi-Fermi level. And then, the intermediate state was excited by 1300 nm pulsed laser light (see Fig. 61 ). The IR pulsed light source used was generated by an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) excited by a mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser. The pulse duration was approximately 200 fs and the repetition rate was 80 MHz. In this study, interband TR-PL of QD was observed. The PL intensity corresponds to the electron density in the intermediate state. Therefore, the pulse modulated electron density can be observed by monitoring the PL intensity. Figure 63 shows PL spectra measured at various excitation powers. The measurement was carried out at 17 K, and the excitation energy was 1.88 eV which is greater than the GaAs bandgap. With the increase in the excitation power, PL signals from the excited states become strong significantly. The peak wavelength of the PL is approximately 1140 nm, which is shorter than the pulse excitation wavelength of 1300 nm. Therefore, the pulse laser light is transparent for the interband transition and is enabled to excite electrons in the QD state acting as the intermediate state.
A typical spectrum of the two-color photo-excitation spectroscopy is shown in Fig. 64 . 227, 228 The PL intensity decreased immediately after the excitation. This indicates electrons in the intermediate state were pumped out by the IR-pulse excitation. This is a key process in the IBSC. It is noted that this intensity reduction was followed by a gain. This gain is caused by extra carrier injection from the barrier layer. With the increase in the IR-pulse excitation power, the signal amplitude increases almost linearly, and then, shows a saturation. This saturation arises from a complete excitation of electrons created by the CW excitation, in other words, saturable absorption occurs. Figure 65 shows the pulse-excitation power dependence of the maximum PL intensity reduction. Squares, circles, and triangles indicate the results for the CW-excitation powers of 0.25, 1.0, and 1.5 mW, respectively. The PL-intensity reduction strongly depends on the CW-excitation power; the low CW-excitation power considerably reduces the PL intensity at low pulse-excitation power.
In order to understand the observed CW-and pulseexcitation power-dependent PL dynamics, the phenomenological rate equations are developed by taking into account the effect of the saturable absorption for the bound-to-continuum inter-subband transition.
184,227 Figure 66 shows a model for interpreting the observed results. The CW laser excites the VB electrons to the CB at the rate G. The populated electron density in the CB is n C . -shaped function. The number of excited electrons per pulse is N P. Using these parameters, the following phenomenological rate equations can be derived:
These equations include the Pauli blocking factor 1 À n I =2 for the intermediate state and nonlinear two-photon absorption (TPA) process. In the present study, the effect of saturable absorption on the bound-to-continuum inter-subband transition was taken into account when N P is larger than the n I at the steady-state. The recombination time in the GaAs CB, s C , was assumed to be 3.3 ns, which corresponds to the radiative lifetime of free excitons in GaAs. 230 The time constants were estimated to be s IC ¼ 0.3 ns and s I ¼ 0.9 ns, from the TR-PL of the interband transition. 227 Using these values, the PL response is calculated according to the temporal dependence of n I which is broadened by convolution with a Lorentzian with a full width at half maximum of 20 ps which is the resolution of the streak camera system. Typical calculated responses of PL intensity created by a pulse excitation at G ¼ 0.1 ns À1 with varied N TPA =N P drawn by dashed lines in Fig. 64 . N P is assumed to be equal to the steady-state value of n I ðn I;SS Þ. The observed PL response is well reproduced by this calculation. 227 The electron density in the intermediate state decreases immediately after the pulse excitation. This reduction rapidly recovers because of rapid carrier injection from the adjacent GaAs layers. The dip structure is followed by a gain with a slow temporal evolution. This gain feature is attributed to extra carrier injection from the GaAs barrier region into QDs, which arises from the TPA process caused by the intense IR laser pulse excitation. The injected electrons recombine with holes with the lifetime of s I . Thus, the s I limits the temporal evolution of the gain.
The pulse-excitation power is proportional to N P þ 2N TPA , whereas the inter-subband transition rate is proportional to n I;SS . Therefore, the pulse-excitation power is proportional to ðN P þ 2N TPA Þ=n I;SS when the incident photon number of the pulsed light is much larger than N P þ 2N TPA . Figure 67 shows the calculated pulse-excitation power dependence of the maximum PL-intensity reduction at the N TPA =N 2 P of 3. 184 The maximum PL-intensity reduction decreases with an increase in G, which results from the rapid carrier relaxation from GaAs into QDs. On the other hand, a saturation of the maximum PL-intensity reduction is obvious with an increase in the pulse-excitation power when G is smaller than 0.1 ns
À1
. This feature is caused by the saturable absorption for the bound-to-continuum inter-subband transition. The calculated PL-intensity reduction gradually decreases with the increase in G at the ðN P þ 2N TPA Þ=n I;SS of less than 1. The calculated pulse-excitation power dependence of the maximum PL-intensity reduction shown in Fig. 67 moderately reproduces the observed results in Fig.  65 . According to this analysis, the absorption coefficient for the bound-to-continuum transition has been estimated to be approximately 200 cm À1 . Here, the intermediate state was approximately 4% filled. Therefore, the absorption coefficient is estimated to be approximately 5000 cm À1 in case the intermediate state is completely filled. According to the enhancement factor of 8 for the PL-intensity reduction in the cavity structure, 227 the absorption coefficient without the cavity structure can be roughly estimated to be approximately 600 cm À1 at the completely filled condition. This absorption coefficient moderately agrees with the value recently calculated by Luque et al. 231 These results demonstrated that the inter-subband transition is strong enough to provide a quick path to the CB for electrons pumped from the VB to the IB.
The strength of the bound-to-continuum transition is crucial to achieve efficient TSPA and energy conversion efficiency above Shockley-Queisser limit. Detailed balance calculations 177, 232 revealed a $ 1000 cm À1 which is necessary to achieve above 40% efficiency in thermodynamic limit. Absorption coefficients of IB-CB inter-subband transition, a IC , in closely packed QD-SLs have been determined by k Á p calculations. Luque et al. 231 evaluated a IC $ 100 cm À1 in a vertically coupled QD-SL with half-filled IB, f I ¼ 0.5. Tomić et al. 233 determined a IC $ 100 cm À1 in a horizontally coupled QD-SL with f I ¼ 1.0. The localized nature of QD quantized states reduces spacial overlap integrals of wavefunctions between continuum states, which are sparse in threedimensional volume. Therefore, the a IC is usually smaller than the ones for interband transitions. However, the selection rules of dipole transitions in zero-dimensional quantized states are allowed to excite IB electrons optically to CB unlike in two-dimensional QWs. Furthermore, partially delocalized wavefunctions by forming QD-SL would be preferable to realize the larger a IC than intermediate state in isolated QDs, e.g., low in-plane density or thick spacer layers. The moderate a IC in currently available QDSCs will be improved by fabricating higher in-plane QD density as described in Sec. III B 1 together with utilizing lightmanagement schemes. 234, 235 4. Carrier recombination process in InAs/GaAs QD-IBSCs An IB placed in the bandgap of a host semiconductor plays a key role in extra photo-absorption. If photoexcitation provides a quick pass to the CB for electrons pumped from the VB to the IB, extra photocurrent is generated. The optical transition probability from the IB to the CB is proportional to the electron density in the IB. Therefore, electron escape from the IB reduces the extra photocurrent generation in IBSCs and lowers the V OC . Kasamatsu et al. studied the effects of the internal electric field on the carrier wavefunctions and tunneling-assisted carrier escape in InAs/ GaAs QD-IBSCs using TR-PL measurements. 236 To focus on the effects of the electric field, they studied the optical responses at low temperature which provides a condition the thermal carrier escape process can be ignored.
InAs/GaAs QD-IBSC structures were grown on n þ -GaAs(001) substrates using solid-source MBE. An undoped nine-stacked InAs/GaAs QD layers was grown at 480 C on a buffer layer of i-GaAs(1)/n-GaAs/n þ -GaAs grown at 550 C. The nominal thickness of the deposited InAs was 0.61 nm (2.0 ML), and the As 2 flux during the QD growth was 1.3 Â 10 À3 Pa. The GaAs spacer layer thickness was 5.1 nm (18 ML). QDs were closely stacked along the growth direction so that the electronic states in the stacked QDs couple with each other. 237, 238 Subsequently, p þ -GaAs/pAlGaAs/p-GaAs/i-GaAs(2) layers were deposited on the stacked QD layers. The p-layers were deposited at 500 C and the i-GaAs layer was at 480 C. The built-in electric field in the intrinsic layer was controlled by changing the thicknesses of the i-GaAs(1) and i-GaAs(2) layers. The expected internal electric fields applied to the QDs were 46 and FIG. 67. Pulse-excitation power dependence of the two-color photo-excitation spectroscopy signal calculated for various CW-excitation rate G.
193 kV/cm when the total intrinsic layer thicknesses were 299.3 and 69.8 nm, respectively. For a reference sample, nine-stacked QDs were grown on an undoped GaAs(001) substrate. The capping layer thickness of the GaAs in the reference sample was 100 nm. Although the built-in internal electric field of this reference sample was not zero in a strict sense, it is referred as a sample with a very small internal electric field.
PL measurements were conducted through excitation using a laser diode with a wavelength of 659 nm. TR-PL measurements were performed by using a near-IR streak camera system with a temporal resolution of 20 ps. The light source used was a mode-locked Ti:Sapphire pulsed laser with wavelengths of 800 and 900 nm. The repetition rate was 4 MHz. These experiments were conducted under a shortcircuit condition to avoid photoinduced changes in the internal electric field. Figure 68 shows the PL spectra measured at 16 K. As the electric field increased, the PL peak wavelength exhibited an obvious redshift, and the PL intensity decreases dramatically. These are typical features of the quantumconfined Stark effect (QCSE). The in-plane linear polarization characteristics of the PL show a dramatic change with the electric field. The QDSC at 46 kV/cm exhibits obvious linear polarization anisotropy. The [ 110] -polarization component is stronger than the [110] component. This is direct evidence of VB mixing in stacked QDs where the electronic states are coupled electronically along the stacking direction, 237, 238 and therefore, a SL structure is formed. This anisotropy originally comes from the anisotropic QD shape and the piezoelectricity caused by the strain field. 237, 239 Conversely, the QDSC at 193 kV/cm does not show such polarization anisotropy. This indicates that electronic coupling along the stacking direction becomes weak under the strong electric field. Therefore, the electronic states are localized in each QD. This strong vertical confinement diminishes the anisotropy. Figure 68 also displays the detection wavelength dependence of the PL decay profile measured at 3 K. The reference sample shows a slow single exponential decay and clear detection wavelength dependence. The PL decay time was approximately 2 ns. Since the decay time of conventional single-layer InAs/GaAs QDs is approximately 1 ns, 170, 227 the slow decay is attributed to delocalization of the exciton wavefunction in the stacked, coupled QDs. The detection wavelength dependence indicates spatial carrier transfer along the stacking direction, which has never been observed in single-layer QDs. On the other hand, the QDSC at 46 kV/cm shows a double exponential decay. The rapid initial decay is slightly shorter than 2 ns, and the following slow decay becomes longer than 2 ns. The internal electric field spatially separates electrons and holes toward the opposite directions along the stacked QDs. The detection wavelength dependence of this slow decay component indicates that the electronic states still extend in the SL under this internal electric field.
Conversely, at an extremely large internal electric field, a quite different PL decay profile is observed as shown in Fig. 68 . The decay was very fast and can be described by double exponential components of s 1 and s 2 (s 1 < s 2 ). Besides, the detection wavelength dependence of the PL decay disappeared, which indicates that the field-induced decoupled energy states in QDs prohibit the spatial carrier transfer at the low temperature. The strong electric field causes substantial QCSE for the PL such as the remarkable intensity reduction and the large redshift. The recombination rate of electrons and holes should become greater in the decoupled QDs. The decay time s 2 was 1.09 ns, which is close to a typical PL decay time in conventional single-layer QDs. It is noted that the hole mass of the fundamental state becomes large owing to the electric-field-induced decoupling of the electronic states in the stacked QDs. The hole quantization in the decoupled QDs becomes weaker than the electron's one. Besides, the electric field lowers the confining potential barrier. Therefore, the strong electric field can easily extract electrons from the QDs; in other words, tunneling-assisted electron escape occurs easily. The electron escape rapidly reduces the PL intensity with a time constant s 1 of 0.46 ns. This short lifetime in the high electric field will prevent photo-excitation of electrons in the IB in QDs, and the V OC of this QDSC eventually becomes small.
Efficient TSPA in IBSCs is achieved by suppressing both the tunneling and thermal electron escape processes. According to this work, tunneling electron escape turned out to be suppressed at the built-in electric field of 46 kV/cm which still maintains electronic coupling in stacked QDs.
Spectrally resolved inter-subband photocurrent spectroscopy
Tamaki et al. established optical characterization technique to investigate inter-subband transition photocurrent spectra by utilizing intense mid-IR pulsed laser as the wavelength tunable bias light source. 214, 215 Low temperature mid-IR pulse biased DEQE spectroscopy setup is schematically shown in Fig. 69 . Visible to near-IR CW monochromatic light, which causes the first step interband transition, is generated by a halogen lamp and a diffractive monochromator. Photocurrent spectra were normalized by the CW monochromatic light photon flux density to calculate EQE. The typical photon flux density is about 1.0 Â 10 14 photons cm À2 s
À1
. Second harmonics of output pulses from a diode direct pumped regenerative amplifier (Light Conversion Ltd., PHAROS) with the repetition rate of 200 kHz were used as the pump for an optical parametric amplifier (OPA). Outputs from the OPA and difference frequency generation (DFG) were used as wavelength tunable intense IR bias light source, which triggers the second step inter-subband transition. The photon flux density of IR pulses was kept at 2. , which is 40 times higher than that of long pass filtered (>1.4 lm) spectrally integrated AM 1.5G of 1 sun illumination. The change in photocurrent under IR bias irradiation was detected to obtain DEQE by a lock-in amplifier synchronized with an optical chopper modulating the IR pulse trains. To resolve both the first and second step transitions in TSPA, two-types of photon energy scanning experiments were performed. For the first step interband transitions, mid-IR bias photon energy was fixed and CW monochromatic light one was scanned. As for the second step inter-subband transitions, CW monochromatic photon energy was fixed and mid-IR bias photon energy was changed while fixing the mid-IR pulse photon flux density as described above. Figure 70 (a) resolves the second step inter-subband transitions by changing the photon energy of mid-IR pulses, whereas in Fig. 70(b) , the first step interband transition photon energy is scanned while fixing the inter-subband transition photon energy. 214, 215 In Fig. 70(a) , the inter-subband transition spectra by exciting GaAs (1.70 eV, blue) and wetting layers (1.45 eV, green) exhibit a peak centered at 0.20 eV and a band above 0.42 eV. On the other hand, resonant excitation of QD ground states (1.35 eV, red) results in EQE reduction by irradiating above 0.36 eV mid-IR bias light. The DEQE spectra at 1.45 and 1.70 eV in Fig. 70(a) are similar. Therefore, the mid-IR bias light is exciting photo-carriers in the same initial states, QD ground states. The lower energy peak in Fig. 70 (a) appears at larger photon energy than the total band offset between the QDs and GaAs CB (0.16 eV), indicating inter-subband transitions to the bound states above the GaAs CB edge, so-called "virtual bound states." 240 The higher energy band in Fig. 70(a) can be assigned as bound-to-continuum transitions to GaAs CB. The DEQE enhancement above 0.5 eV decreases by increasing inter-subband transition photon energy, suggesting smaller interaction between QD confined levels and higher energy GaAs continuum states. A possible explanation of negative DEQE in Fig. 70 is nonradiative recombination of IR photoexcited carriers at higher energy trap states. 214 At the surface of GaAs, some unoccupied trap states are located above the CB edge. 241, 242 The threshold photon energy of 0.36 eV for the negative DEQE implies the energy gap between QD ground states and higher energy trap states. IR bias irradiation excites QD electrons, and photoexcited electrons can be captured by such trap states. On the other hand, the traps, of course, do not affect the field-assisted tunneling process. Therefore, IR photoexcitation resulted in EQE reduction. IR photons below 0.36 eV cannot excite QD electrons to the higher energy trap states hence no negative DEQE is obtained.
As discussed in this section, spectrally and/or timeresolved spectroscopies on TSPA processes can reveal underlying physics of photo-carrier dynamics in IBSCs: (i) Steadystate and up-conversion PL can clarify IB material nature without device fabrication. (ii) Thermal-and field-assisted carrier escape suppress the filling of IB and obscure the intersubband transition. (iii) Inter-subband absorption coefficient and photocurrent production are quantitatively evaluated. Typically, currently available conventional IBSCs indicate small signal contribution on TSPA photocurrent; therefore, modulation spectroscopic technique is preferable for investigation. Furthermore, artificially controlled measurement conditions, e.g., low temperature and high density photoexcitation, which is sometimes far from thermal equilibrium of actual operation conditions, can make it visible about the weak TSPA signal contribution. Further investigations by advanced optical spectroscopies would be indispensable to achieve highly efficient IBSCs overcoming Shockley-Queisser limit.
IV. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We have reviewed the on-going topics on the thermodynamics of solar energy conversion in IBSCs, the device physics, and the carrier dynamics processes with a particular emphasis on the two-step inter-subband absorption/recombination processes that are paramount to realization of highefficiency IBSCs. Our aim is to identify the issues and factors that need to be explored and challenged both theoretically and experimentally in order to achieve high-efficiency IBSCs.
Significant efforts and a rapid progress have been made in the device physics as well as practical demonstration of high-efficiency IBSCs. These achievements have been possible due to mature and highly uniform III-V and II-VI thinfilm as well as QW and QD nanostructure material growth and processing technologies.
Strong optical absorption and long carrier lifetimes are prerequisite in IBSC materials and we have pointed out the necessity of optimizing these processes in terms of material and cell structure. The difficulty in the IB approach for photovoltaics stems from the dual nature of IB: it must have optimum carrier occupancy such that it can participate in optical absorptions which promote electrons in-to and out-of the IB. If the occupancy in the IB is too low, the second optical transition (from the IB to the CB) is strongly bleached. Conversely, if the occupancy is too high, the first optical absorption (from the VB to the IB) is strongly bleached. Current QD, QW, and HMA materials suffer from low occupancy in the IB and need to be further optimized.
For this, the demonstration of QD-based IBSCs is presently undergoing two stages. The first is to develop technology to fabricate high-density QD arrays or superlattice of low defect density and long carrier lifetime. The fabrication of such QD arrays is most commonly achieved by taking advantage of spontaneous self-assembly of coherent 3D islands in lattice-mismatched epitaxy in S-K growth mode. It has been proven that strain-compensated or strain-balanced growth techniques significantly improve the QD material quality and characteristics of solar cells even after stacking of 50-100 QD layers in S-K growth. The second is to realize ideally halffilled IB states to maximize photocurrent generation by TSPA. The doping of IB region, photofilling by light concentration, and photon confinement structures are currently heavily explored. In addition to further improvements in the material quality, the control of absorption matching in IB materials are expected to improve the efficiency of IBSCs in the near future.
We have also reviewed the two emerging approaches for IBSCs: one with the photon-ratchet approach using molecular system and the other is by using DMSs, both of which, in principle, could inhibit carrier relaxation and hence achieve prolonged lifetimes in the excited states. The fundamental efficiency benefit of relaxation is recognized in up-conversion systems that rely upon sequential absorption TSPA. The novelty of photon-ratchet approach is that optical transitions between the RB and VB are configured to be forbidden. The aim of using ferromagnetic DMS on the other is similar but to mimic triplet states in bulk inorganic semiconductors. In such compounds, spin degeneracy of the bands is lifted, opening the way for configurations favorable for the operation of IBSC, where recombination is suppressed by spin selection rules or by low occupancy of states involved in the allowed recombination. 
